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PREFACE
The body of this dissertation consists of the text of three published papers and one
manuscript in preparation for publication. Each chapter includes a short header paragraph
to explain its role in the dissertation as a whole. With the exception of such headers, and any
necessary changes in format, chapters whose text has already been published are presented
unaltered, out of respect for the peer-review process that produced their final form.
In Chapters 2 and 3, we refer to the large outlet glacier near Ilulissat by its Danish
name, Jakobshavn Isbræ, as is common elsewhere in the glaciological literature. Between
the publication of Chapter 3 and the writing of Chapter 4, we contacted Oqaasileriffik, the
Language Secretariat of Greenland, to ask about preferred nomenclature for that and other
glaciers we study. They responded encouraging us to use the Greenlandic name, Sermeq
Kujalleq; we implement that change in Chapter 4. In this dissertation, “Jakobshavn Isbræ”
and “Sermeq Kujalleq” refer to the same glacier.
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ABSTRACT
Numerical models currently in use for projections of future ice sheet mass balance lack
a mechanistic description of iceberg calving, introducing uncertainty in the future glacio-
logical contribution to global sea level. Constraining dynamic mass loss associated with
particular future scenarios can help us parse that uncertainty. We have modified the plastic
approximation of Nye (1952) to apply to ocean-terminating glaciers (published derivation:
Ultee & Bassis, 2016) and generate physically consistent constraints on dynamic mass
loss. Our approach accounts for the interaction of multiple glacier tributary branches (pub-
lished methods: Ultee & Bassis, 2017) and their contribution to sea level. For four large
Greenland outlet glacier catchments—Sermeq Kujalleq (Jakobshavn Isbræ), Koge Bugt,
Helheim, and Kangerlussuaq Glaciers—we find an upper bound of 29 mm on dynamic
contribution to sea level after 100 years of warming. This bound accounts for dynamic loss
only and can be summed with surface mass balance projections to bound the total glacio-
logical contribution to sea level from those catchments. The convergence of upper bounds
derived from our two strongest forcing scenarios agrees with studies that suggest surface
mass balance will dominate future mass loss from Greenland.
Although our work is motivated by coastal communities’ exposure to rising seas, the
constraints we produce here are unlikely to be immediately usable for coastal adaptation.
Intermediaries such as extension agents, climate consultants, or regional science-policy
boundary organizations may be able to tailor our results for use in local adaptation contexts
(published commentary: Ultee, Arnott, Bassis, & Lemos, 2018). Understanding the land-
scape of science intermediation, as well as working directly with stakeholders, can help
xi
researchers produce more usable sea level information.
xii
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
The future of global sea levels is of worldwide societal concern. Global mean sea level has
been on the rise at least since 1900, with considerable acceleration since 2000 (Hay et al.,
2015). The 2014 U.S. National Climate Assessment found that vulnerable populations,
including indigenous people, elderly people, and people living in poverty, were already at
that time being displaced by rising seas (Melillo et al., 2014), and in the intervening years
popular media have amplified stories of coastal community relocation (e.g. Davenport and
Robertson, 2016; Rytz, 2018).
Climate research can respond to this widespread societal concern by producing and
sharing sea level information that supports decision-making. Constraining the rate of sea
level rise in the 21st century, for example, can help to construct best- and worst-case scenar-
ios for coastal planners to incorporate into their work. In this century, the most important
factor determining the rate of sea level rise will be the rate of mass loss from glaciers and
ice sheets worldwide.
This dissertation aims to constrain the rate of mass lost from glaciers and ice sheets
due to iceberg calving, the process by which blocks of solid ice detach from glaciers where
they meet the ocean. We develop a simple numerical model for ocean-terminating glaciers
and apply it to glaciers in Greenland and Alaska. The projections of dynamic mass loss
we generate complement existing estimates of ice loss due to melting. In the final disser-
tation chapter, we discuss how this work and broader sea-level research can better support
decision-making.
Because each chapter of this dissertation is or aims to be a self-contained, published
article, the chapters appear with their own introductions. The sections of this introductory
chapter give a very brief summary of the problem of iceberg calving, how other authors
have approached it, and how our approach differs.
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Figure 1.1: A diagram of glacier mass balance processes, showing a mountain in brown,
glacier ice in white, with direction of ice flow indicated by blue arrows. Image credit: U.S.
Geological Survey.
1.1 Processes of ice mass loss and gain
When a region receives sufficient frozen precipitation that does not melt during the summer,
it can build up year after year and compress into glacier ice. Continued accumulation of
frozen precipitation on the surface of a glacier adds to its mass. The glacier flows slowly
under the force of gravity, and when it reaches a warmer area at lower elevation, it can
lose mass by melting and sublimation. A glacier that reaches a body of water can also lose
mass when icebergs break off the glacier front and float away. Figure 1.1 illustrates these
processes for an idealized marine-terminating glacier.
On the Greenland Ice Sheet, meltwater runoff and iceberg calving are each respon-
sible for about half of annual mass loss (van den Broeke et al., 2009). When a marine-
terminating glacier loses mass to the ocean, it contributes directly to changing global sea
levels. Land-terminating glaciers also contribute to sea level change by returning water to
the hydrological cycle, but additional factors such as terrestrial water storage affect how
much of that water ends up in the ocean. The sea level contribution of land-terminating
glaciers is beyond the scope of this work.
Ice loss due to melting is well understood and included in models (e.g. Huss and Hock,
2015; Marzeion et al., 2012). The details of the iceberg calving process remain more dif-
ficult to capture. Most ice sheet models — including e.g. the Simulation Code for Poly-
thermal Ice Sheets (“SICOPOLIS”, Greve and Hutter, 1995), the Parallel Ice Sheet Model
(“PISM”, Winkelmann et al., 2011), the Ice Sheet System Model (“ISSM”, Larour et al.,
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2012), Elmer/Ice (Gagliardini et al., 2013), the Community Ice Sheet Model (“CISM”,
Price et al., 2015), and PennState3D (DeConto and Pollard, 2016) — and global-scale
glacier models (including Huss and Hock, 2015; Marzeion et al., 2012) represent ice flow
as viscous continuum deformation, which cannot easily accommodate discontinuities from
ice fracture and iceberg detachment. Furthermore, ice fracture itself has several physi-
cal modes (Colgan et al., 2016) and various mathematical descriptions (Rice, 1968; Reeh,
1968; Vaughan, 1993). Section 1.2 describes existing approaches to account for calving in
numerical glacier and ice sheet models.
1.2 Previous modeling approaches
We are interested in bounding the contribution of iceberg calving to global mean sea level
within this century. This means we seek a numerical model that finds (rather than pre-
sets) the rate of iceberg calving, can be validated against multi-annual observations from
our glaciers of interest, and is practical to implement on the century time scale. Given the
importance of ice dynamics for the mass balance of glaciers and ice sheets (Velicogna et al.,
2014; Khan et al., 2014, 2015), many groups have developed approaches to the problem
that are suitable for assorted applications. We review them here to demonstrate the need
for the new modelling approach we develop for this particular problem.
The simplest model approach to account for iceberg calving is to set the calving rate
with an empirical parametrization (Benn et al., 2007). For example, one configuration
available in the Community Ice Sheet Model imposes a set fraction of ice lost per time
step from each grid cell at the ice-ocean interface (Price et al., 2015). One of the many
calving parametrizations included in the Parallel Ice Sheet Model removes all marine ice
thinner than a user-input threshold value. Both CISM and PISM solve equations of ice
flow in three dimensions, across entire ice sheets, and pre-set calving fractions help manage
computational expense. However, the use of an empirical relation assumes that statistics
such as temporal rate and size distribution of iceberg calving will persist unchanged into
the future. That assumption is not necessarily supported by physics, and changes in local
environment may affect the relevant statistics. In short, directly setting the rate of iceberg
calving limits the future scenarios we can consistently simulate.
Several models use more physics-motivated calving parametrizations. The “eigencalv-
ing” parametrization available in the Parallel Ice Sheet Model, for example, sets an iceberg
calving rate proportional to the product of the principal strain rates wherever that prod-
uct is positive (Winkelmann et al., 2011; Albrecht and Levermann, 2012). Another pop-
ular parametrization allows ice to calve when surface crevasses have penetrated down to
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a threshold depth. In the flowline model of Nick et al. (2013b), parameters controlling
crevasse penetration (as well as other physical processes) are tuned such that the glacier
terminus position matches observations. Although these parametrizations have a stronger
connection to underlying physics, the tuning of parameters to current observations still re-
lies on an assumption that the environment of the future will be like the one we observe
today. We prefer a model formulation in which the only adjustable parameters are physical
quantities that can be directly determined from experiment or observation.
Much more detailed models represent glacier ice as a granular material, a flowing col-
lection of ice particles that can break apart and produce icebergs of varying sizes (e.g.
A˚stro¨m et al., 2013; Bassis and Jacobs, 2013). Benn et al. (2017a) couple the granu-
lar model HiDEM with the continuum model Elmer/Ice and find terminus evolution and
iceberg size distribution consistent with observations at Store Glacier, Greenland. Those
models’ primary applicability is in exploring detailed relationships between calving rate
and variables such as fjord water depth or depth of water in surface crevasses. Model vali-
dation, accordingly, considers daily-to-monthly observations (e.g. iceberg size distribution
in a fjord) rather than the multi-annual loss of mass or change in terminus position of ob-
served outlet glaciers. Further, both A˚stro¨m et al. (2013) and Benn et al. (2017a) state that
their models are too computationally expensive to implement on wide spatial or temporal
scales. To project century-scale changes for multiple Greenland outlet glaciers, we need a
more streamlined model.
We can streamline a numerical model by solving equations of ice flow in fewer di-
mensions, essentially averaging dynamics across the width and/or depth of the glacier.
Streamlined “flowline models” as described in Oerlemans (2008), solve only along lines
that follow the glacier flow. Nick et al. (2013a) use a flowline model with a single line
for each of four large glacier catchments in Greenland. The simplicity of flowline mod-
els makes them computationally efficient and suitable for simulations of century scale or
longer. Ice loss from glaciers undergoing prolonged retreat may expose underlying to-
pography that divides catchments into dynamically disconnected regions (Enderlin et al.,
2018), however, which are less easily represented by a single flowline. We are not aware
of any previously published flowline models that are able to handle dynamic separation of
glacier catchments. The bed topography underlying major Greenland catchments such as
Helheim and Kangerlussuaq Glaciers suggests that dynamic separation may take place over
century-scale retreat, so we would like to account for that effect in our model.
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1.3 Our approach
In this work, we introduce a width-averaged, vertically-integrated model applied to net-
works of interacting flowlines. It accounts for the effect of iceberg calving without directly
controlling the calving rate. Instead, the yield strength of ice τy, which can be constrained
within an order of magnitude by laboratory and field observation (O’Neel et al., 2005; Cuf-
fey and Paterson, 2010), describes where ice should break at the glacier terminus. We vali-
date the model with observations of marine-terminating glaciers in Greenland and Alaska,
demonstrating that we capture observed terminus advance, retreat, and multi-annual cy-
cling. Our model keeps the computational efficiency of a flowline model while accounting
for dynamic separation of glacier catchments. It is well-suited to estimating upper bounds
on outlet glacier sea level contribution at the century time scale under a variety of future
forcing scenarios.
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CHAPTER 2
An extension of the perfect plastic
approximation to calving glaciers
N.B.: This chapter was published in 2016 as
Ultee, L. and Bassis, J. N. (2016). The future is Nye: an extension of the perfect plastic
approximation to tidewater glaciers. Journal of Glaciology, 62(236), pp. 1143–1152.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1017/jog.2016.108.
It describes the physical basis and historical context for our work, and we derive the fun-
damental equations applied in later chapters.
2.1 Introduction
Global mean sea level rise (SLR) threatens coastal and island populations worldwide, but
large uncertainties remain in near-term projections of the threat (e.g. Horton et al., 2015;
Church et al., 2013). Ice sheets and glaciers provide the largest—and most uncertain—
contribution to projected 21st century SLR (Church et al., 2013), with integrated mass loss
from Greenland, Antarctica, and the large number of smaller glaciers worldwide each re-
sponsible for about one third of the sea level contribution observed at present (Gardner
et al., 2013). The Greenland Ice Sheet sheds mass to the ocean through a drainage network
of tidewater glaciers, and the sea level contribution from Alaska glaciers is especially large
(Larsen et al., 2015). Tidewater glaciers such as Alaska’s Columbia Glacier are susceptible
to instability that can drive rapid retreat and loss of ice mass to the ocean. Thus, improving
understanding of tidewater glacier dynamics is crucial to decreasing uncertainty in SLR
projections. This is especially important given that about half of recently observed accel-
eration of Greenland mass loss is attributed to dynamic discharge of solid ice to the ocean
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through iceberg calving (Straneo et al., 2013), a mechanism that also dominates mass loss
from Alaska tidewater glaciers (McNabb et al., 2012; Larsen et al., 2007; O’Neel et al.,
2003).
Despite the dominant role iceberg calving plays in current and projected mass loss
from ice sheets and glaciers, calving remains poorly understood. Part of the difficulty in
understanding stems from the large number of factors influencing calving (e.g. local mete-
orology, ocean temperature and circulation, glacier geometry) for which available data are
limited (Straneo et al., 2013; Benn et al., 2007). Even when data are available, observations
show contradictory behavior for glaciers in different environments. For example, Alaskan
tidewater glaciers very rarely form floating ice tongues, but when they do (as in the case
of Columbia Glacier in later stages of its ongoing retreat) they may show more large-scale
and fewer small-scale calving events (Bassis and Jacobs, 2013; Walter et al., 2010). This
suggests another challenge to understanding calving: the wide variety of spatial and tem-
poral scales involved. Different styles of iceberg calving may be observed at sub-hourly,
multi-weekly, and decadal time scales (Bassis and Jacobs, 2013; Amundson and Truffer,
2010). Further, the calving contribution from small glaciers is difficult to capture at the
model resolutions typical of continental-scale ice sheet models (e.g. Bassis, 2011).
Current ice sheet models treat glacier ice as a viscous fluid, without a physically-
consistent method for simulating iceberg calving. Several parameterizations for calving
are used, varying in complexity according to the intended application of the model. One
relatively simple approach treats calving rate and/or the calving fraction of total ice loss
as a directly adjustable parameter (e.g. Price et al., 2015). Another approach requires ice
to calve from an ice sheet margin when it thins below a given thickness; the threshold
ice thickness can be constrained by observations, such as the 150-m minimum ice shelf
thickness observed in present-day Antarctica (Peyaud et al., 2007).
Recently, more continuum based calving criteria have begun to be implemented in ice
sheet models. One such approach is damage mechanics, which introduces ice “damage”
from fracturing as a state variable that affects ice flow (Duddu et al., 2013; Borstad et al.,
2012; Pralong and Funk, 2005). Calving can be set to occur once damage reduces the load-
bearing capacity of the ice by a certain percentage, constrained by analysis of large calving
events such as the Larsen B ice shelf collapse (Borstad et al., 2012). Significant controversy
remains, however, about how to formulate the damage evolution law. A related approach
ties calving to penetration of surface and basal crevasses. This crevasse-depth criterion
assumes that glacier ice calves off once surface crevasses reach the waterline or surface
and basal crevasses connect, and further that the calved ice immediately ceases to interact
with the rest of the glacier (Nick et al., 2010; Bassis and Walker, 2012; Benn et al., 2007).
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These models, however, typically require the addition of surface meltwater into crevasses
to trigger calving and treat meltwater as a parameter that is adjusted to approximate obser-
vations (as in Nick et al., 2010). Newer methods, based on discrete particles (e.g. Bassis
and Jacobs, 2013; A˚stro¨m et al., 2013) or self-organized criticality (Astrom et al., 2014)
of glacier termini are promising, but too computationally expensive to be routinely used in
prognostic ice sheet models.
Here we propose a different approach that integrates some of the advantages of particle-
based methods and continuum-based methods, but which is much simpler than previously
proposed approaches. We assume that above a yield strength, fractured glacier ice deforms
much more rapidly than intact glacier ice. Because the flow of ice is rapid above the yield
strength, the yield strength provides an upper bound on state of stress within the glacier.
Assuming that the glacier is everywhere near this critical state of stress corresponds to the
perfect-plastic approximation, first derived by Nye (Nye, 1951, 1952, 1953). Nye’s formu-
lation deduces the length of glaciers from the surface mass balance profile by assuming that
the ice thickness at the terminus vanishes, limiting the application of the model to terrestrial
environments. Here we extend Nye’s solution and show that if yielding also occurs at the
calving front, a reasonable assumption for calving glaciers, then this provides a boundary
condition that allows us to self-consistently determine the terminus position and rate of
advance/retreat of the glacier. Application of the model to Columbia Glacier shows that,
despite the model’s simplicity, it is able to reproduce the observed pattern of retreat.
2.2 Model development
The perfect plastic flow presented here is a special case of viscoplastic flow. A viscoplastic
fluid flows with some nonzero viscosity until its maximum principal stress exceeds a given
yield strength, after which point it flows much more rapidly (Nye, 1951). In the perfect
plastic case, the material is rigid below the yield strength. Examples of geophysical fluid
flows exhibiting plastic or viscoplastic rheology include avalanches, lahars, and rockslides
(e.g. Balmforth et al., 2006; Remaıˆtre et al., 2005). Applied to glacier ice, a viscoplastic
rheology may offer a unified treatment of intact and fractured ice, in contrast to existing
models relying on purely viscous ice flow that ignores the effect of fractures on glacier
flow.
Here we explore a simple generalization of Nye’s perfect plastic approximation, sup-
plementing the assumption that shear stress at the bed is at the yield with the additional
criterion that longitudinal stress at the calving front is also at the yield stress. This simple
criterion provides a self-consistent means of computing steady-state profiles of glaciers in
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marine environments in addition to terrestrial environments. Moreover, we show that the
perfect plastic approximation not only produces realistic steady-state profiles of glaciers,
but also predicts retreat patterns that mimic observed patterns.
2.2.1 Theory
To develop the model, we start from the conservation of mass and momentum in a 2-D
incompressible fluid. For a fluid with velocity field ~u = [u(x, z, t), w(x, z, t)] and pressure
p(x, z, t) flowing down a plane inclined at angle ϕ to the horizontal, conservation of mass
and momentum imply:
∂u
∂x
+
∂w
∂z
= 0 (2.1)
ρ
Du
Dt
= −∂p
∂x
+
∂
∂x
τxx +
∂
∂z
τxz + ρg sinϕ (2.2)
ρ
Dw
Dt
= −∂p
∂z
+
∂
∂x
τxz +
∂
∂z
τzz − ρg cosϕ, (2.3)
where τij are the components of the deviatoric stress tensor τ . For the case ϕ ≈ 0, common
for ice sheets and low sloping regions of marine-terminating-glaciers, ρg sinϕ → 0 and
ρg cosϕ→ ρg in the equations above.
Instead of the usual power-law creep flow often used in modeling ice, we model ice
as a plastic material with no basal slip. When the effective stress, τe ≡
√
τ 2xx + τ
2
xz, is
beneath a material dependent yield strength, τy, we assume the glacier ice is rigid. In
reality glaciers are not rigid beneath a yield strength. However, in our model we assume
that the deformation of intact glacier ice is much slower than the deformation of yielded
ice—effectively rigid. Above the yield strength τy, we assume the ice is disarticulated and
flows like a granular material. We model this regime as power-law creep, but with a much
smaller effective viscosity then the viscosity of intact ice. Hence, our rheology can be
written in the form:
τij =
1
γ˙
(
Bgran γ˙
1/n + τy
)
ε˙ij for τe ≥ τy, (2.4)
and ε˙ij ≡ 0 otherwise. Here Bgran represents the softness parameter for yielded (granular)
ice, the components of the strain rate tensor are ε˙ij =
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xi
)
, and
γ˙ =
√
4ε˙2xx + ε˙
2
xz ≡ 2ε˙e, (2.5)
defining ε˙e as the effective strain rate.
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We impose two boundary conditions: the upper surface must be traction-free, and for
simplicity we require no slip at the bed. The no-slip boundary condition means simply that
both velocity components vanish at the bed b(x), i.e.
u = w = 0 wherever z = b(x). (2.6)
The ice/air interface z = h(x, t) is a material surface subject to net snow accumulation, a˙.
Imposing the traction-free condition on this material surface gives the boundary conditions:
∂h
∂t
+ u
∂h
∂x
= w + a˙, (2.7)(
1−
(
∂h
∂x
)2)
p+
(
1 +
(
∂h
∂x
)2)
τxx = 0, (2.8)(
1−
(
∂h
∂x
)2)
τxz − 2∂h
∂x
τxx = 0. (2.9)
We now nondimensionalize our equations using a characteristic thickness H , a charac-
teristic length scale L, and the aspect ratio  = H/L. Then
u = V u˜ w = V w˜ t =
L
V
t˜ (2.10)
p = ρgHp˜ γ˙ =
V
H
˜˙γ τij = ρν
V
H
τ˜ij (2.11)
∂
∂x
=
1
L
∂
∂x˜
∂
∂z
=
1
H
∂
∂z˜
∂
∂t
=
V
L
∂
∂t˜
(2.12)
where ρ = ρice (assumed constant), V = gH
3
νL
is a characteristic flow speed, ν =
Bgran
ρ
( V
H
)(1/n)−1 is a characteristic viscosity, and tildes denote dimensionless variables. This
nondimensionalization corresponds to a model where the characteristic time scale is deter-
mined by the (assumed) much faster time scale associated with rapid flow of yielded ice.
On this fast time scale, unyielded ice appears to be quasi-rigid.
In the final dimensionless equations, we drop the tilde markers for ease of notation. The
conservation equations become:
∂u
∂x
+
∂w
∂z
= 0 (2.13)
R
(
∂u
∂t
+ u
∂u
∂x
+ w
∂u
∂z
)
= −∂p
∂x
+ 
∂
∂x
τxx +
∂
∂z
τxz (2.14)
3R
(
∂w
∂t
+ u
∂w
∂x
+ w
∂w
∂z
)
= −∂p
∂z
+ 2
∂
∂x
τxz + 
∂
∂z
τzz − 1 (2.15)
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and the rheology(
τxx τxz
τxz τzz
)
=
1
γ˙
[
γ˙
1
n + B
]( 2∂u
∂x
∂u
∂z
+ 2 ∂w
∂z
∂u
∂z
+ 2 ∂w
∂z
2∂w
∂z
)
(2.16)
for τe ≥ B, with the aspect ratio  = H/L as above; and ε˙ij ≡ 0 for τe < B. In the above
we have introduced the dimensionless Reynolds and Bingham numbers
R = HV
ν
, B = τyH
ρνV
. (2.17)
For glaciers and ice sheets, we haveR  1.
2.2.2 Thin film approximation
We take the thin film approximation   1 and drop all terms of order  or higher to find
the simplified equations:
∂u
∂x
+
∂w
∂z
= 0 (2.18)
∂p
∂x
=
∂
∂z
τxz (2.19)
∂p
∂z
= −1 (2.20)
τxz =
1
γ˙
[
γ˙
1
n + B
] ∂u
∂z
. (2.21)
We integrate Eqns. (2.19) and (2.20) in z, using the boundary conditions p = τxz = 0
on z = h(x, t), to find
p = h− z τxz = −∂h
∂x
(h− z), (2.22)
and substitute into the simplified Eqns. (2.18-2.21) to find the velocity components.
Velocity components described by the rheology (Eqn. (2.16)) are distinct above and
below a yield surface,
z = Y (x, t) = max
(
h− B|∂h
∂x
| , b(x)
)
(2.23)
(also Balmforth et al., 2006). In the perfect plastic approximation, the yield surface is
everywhere coincident with the bed. That is, either an infinitesimal layer of ice or the
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bed itself is yielding and the rest of the glacier is intact. This approximation produces a
nonlinear first-order differential equation for glacier surface elevation:
|h− b|∂h
∂x
= B. (2.24)
2.2.3 A self-consistent terminus position
In steady state, stresses at the glacier terminus from ice and seawater must balance. That
is, ∫ h(x)
b(x)
σxx dz =
∫ 0
b(x)
−ρwgz dz. (2.25)
If x = 0 defines the calving front, positions x > 0 lie within the glacier and positions
x < 0 lie in the water. We assume that across the calving front, where intact ice transitions
to yielded, granular ice, there is another yielding surface, such that lateral stress τxx u τy
for x ≈ 0+. Then σxx = 2τy − ρig(h − z). Integrating and nondimensionalizing, we find
an equation relating terminus ice thickness and water depth analogous to that proposed by
Bassis and Walker (2012):
Hterminus = 2B+
√
ρwD2
ρi
+ (2B)2 (2.26)
where Hterminus ≡ h(xterminus) − b(xterminus) is the dimensionless terminus thickness, ρw
the density of seawater, D dimensionless water depth, and other terms as before. For
most cases, the stress-balance requirement is stronger than requiring a grounded terminus—
that is, termini that would otherwise thin to flotation instead break and retreat under our
model—but we also explicitly require that ice breaks if it thins below flotation thickness:
Hfloat = D
ρi
ρw
. (2.27)
Each point (x, z) lies on at most one glacier surface elevation profile. Thus, the terminus
position and thickness (xterminus, Hterminus) uniquely determine a profile, and we can imple-
ment this condition in numerical solution of the model to simulate terminus advance/retreat
connected with upstream thickening/thinning. We note that our simple relation does not
imply causality in either direction: terminus retreat can trigger thinning upstream or vice
versa.
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Quantity Symbol Representative value Notes
Yield strength τy 150 kPa Constant or variable
(Coulomb condition)
Basal till cohesion τ0 130 kPa Coulomb yield condition
τy = τ0 + µN
Coefficient of friction µ 0.01 Low estimate based
on Cohen et al. (2005)
Non-dimensional water depth D — e.g. D = 0.2 corresponds
to 200 m physical water depth
Characteristic height H 1000 m Nondimensionalization constant;
does not affect results
Characteristic length L 10000 m Nondimensionalization constant;
does not affect results
Coefficient of variance (RMS) CVRMS — Indicates model fit with observation
Table 2.1: Key symbols and their representative values for the plastic glacier model.
2.2.4 Numerical solution
The surface elevation equation can be solved analytically for some very simple bed geome-
tries. For more complicated geometries, straightforward numerical integration over a given
bed function produces the glacier profile. We evolve the surface elevation function h(x)
along a centerline described by points (x1, x2, . . . , xN) using a discretized version of Eqn.
(2.24),
h(xi+1) =
τy
ρig(h(xi)− b(xi))∆x+ h(xi), (2.28)
where ∆x = ‖xi+1 − xi‖, the step size. The bed function b(x) may be defined by an
analytical function or by providing observed bed values at the sample points.
We define the coordinate system such that the initial terminus position xterminit = 0.
The model may be run: (1) Starting from the terminus and stepping ∆x > 0 upstream,
making use of the water balance condition (Eqn. (3.3)) to determine the initial terminus
thickness Hterminit, or (2) Starting from some upstream position xup > 0 and stepping ∆x <
0 downstream, using Eqn. (3.3) to find the terminus position of the resulting profile.
2.3 Idealized geometries
To test the functionality of the model, we first examine cases for which there is an analyti-
cal solution, such as a constant slope b(x) = mx, and then explore some simple idealized
geometries such as concave slopes, sinusoids, and slopes with Gaussian bumps. The ideal-
ized geometries, inspired by Oerlemans (2008), are chosen to be relevant to outlet glaciers.
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Figure 2.1: Height of ice cliffs at the terminus produced by the model for yield strengths
τy = 50 kPa (solid), 150 kPa (dashed), and 500 kPa (dotted) and water depths 0 m ≤ D ≤
500 m.
We test the model using a realistic range of yield strengths, 50 − 300 kPa, to examine the
effect of τy in idealized cases.
The height of ice cliffs at the terminus depends on water depth D and yield strength τy.
For realistic values of D and τy, the model produces terminus thicknesses comparable to
diverse observations (e.g. Bassis and Walker, 2012). This is illustrated in Figure 2.1.
To model terminus retreat associated with thinning, we identify an up-glacier reference
point on the centerline where thinning will be simulated. We evolve the model from the
terminus upstream to create a reference profile and find the reference ice thickness at the
chosen point. Then, we vary the ice thickness at the reference point and evolve the model
downstream from the reference point, requiring that the ice break if it thins below what is
permitted by Eqns. (2.26, 2.27). This allows us to find the terminus position associated
with a given amount of thinning.
Our tests show that the plastic model is able to produce realistic glacier profiles and
retreat patterns over idealized bed geometries. Figure 2.2a shows snapshots of retreat using
the perfect plastic approximation over a constant seaward-sloping bed. We note the familiar
“pancake” profile visible in each successive snapshot. With constant upstream thinning of
5 m a−1, the glacier terminus initially retreats quickly: about 12 km in the first 10 years.
The initial rapid retreat pulls the terminus above sea level, however, and subsequent retreat
is less dramatic.
In Figure 2.2b, we have imposed the same constant upstream thinning rate on a perfectly
plastic glacier with an overdeepening and submerged sill in its bed. The initial retreat of
this glacier is less rapid; it stabilizes temporarily on the submerged sill before continuing to
retreat. Once again, retreat is more pronounced while the terminus is grounded below sea
level and becomes more gradual after retreat pulls the terminus above sea level, consistent
with observations that only marine (and lake) terminating glaciers retreat rapidly.
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Figure 2.2: Retreat of a perfectly plastic glacier under 5 m a−1 constant upstream thinning.
Colored curves show initial profile (black) and profiles (blue scale) after 10, 20, 30, and 40
years of thinning. The idealized bed cases (after Oerlemans, 2008) shown are: a) constant
seaward-sloping bed, b) seaward-sloping bed with overdeepening and submerged sill, and
c) concave bed.
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Figure 2.2c shows retreat over a concave bed. The concave idealized bed represents
the case of bed slope decreasing downstream, as when a glacier descends from high moun-
tains before traversing a coastal plain (or simply a shallower valley) and terminating in the
ocean. The initial steady-state profile shows a long glacier with terminus grounded in 200
m of water. Imposing the same constant thinning as in cases (a) and (b), however, shows
markedly different results. After just 10 years, the glacier has retreated more than 30 km,
finally stabilizing more than 1000 m above sea level. Subsequent retreat is more gradual,
but within 30 years, the glacier has all but disappeared.
2.4 Case study: Columbia Glacier
We next applied our model to the more realistic geometry of the Columbia Glacier, located
in south-central Alaska (inset, Fig. 2.3). After several decades of relative stability in the
early 20th century, the Columbia Glacier has been changing rapidly since 1980, retreat-
ing more than 20 km (McNabb et al., 2012) and thinning up to 20 m yr−1 on a regional
scale (O’Neel et al., 2005). The extensive data collected since 1957 make the Columbia
Glacier one of the most well-studied tidewater glaciers in the world. A dataset published
by McNabb et al. (2012) provides reconstructed bed topography and ice thickness, based
on velocity observations of the Columbia Glacier and mass conservation. Surface eleva-
tion for 1957 is digitized from the USGS National Elevation Dataset, with 2007 surface
elevation based on a panchromatic image from the SPOT (Satellite Pour l’Observation de
la Terre) satellite. Calculated ice thickness is provided for both 1957 and 2007, effectively
showing the state of the glacier before and during its recent major retreat.
The main branch of Columbia begins on high mountains (Fig. 2.3), nearly 2500 m
above sea level (a.s.l.). The bed initially slopes steeply downward (as in ideal case (a)),
with an especially steep icefall ∼ 45 km upstream from the pre-retreat terminus. After the
icefall, the bed slope becomes more shallow (as in ideal case (c)) and is grounded below
sea level for> 30 km, with several small sills. A prominent sill∼ 20 km upstream from the
pre-retreat terminus has been a site of stabilization since 2010 for the main branch retreat
(as in ideal case (b)). Key features of the Columbia bed topography, illustrated in brown
in Figures 2.4 and 2.5, can be compared with Figure 2.2 above. These features, along with
the available bed topography and ice thickness data from several years of study, motivate
selection of Columbia Glacier as an initial study site. In this case study, we test our model
using realistic bed topography from observations of Columbia and comparing the modeled
surface elevation profiles with observed glacier profiles. Figure 2.3 shows the chosen main
branch centerline on a map of Columbia Glacier bed topography.
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Figure 2.3: Columbia Glacier main centerline shown in white, with red ticks every 5 km,
over a map of bed elevation. Inset in top right corner shows the location of Columbia
Glacier (red star) over an outline of the state of Alaska.
2.4.1 Steady state profiles
We manually define a centerline along Columbia’s main branch by choosing a set of points
on a contour plot of 1957 ice thickness, and we interpolate the bed and ice elevation data
to 1-D functions in terms of arc length along the centerline. Using the bed function defined
by the data, we model the glacier surface elevation along the centerline according to Eqn.
(2.28). We apply the model using a range of different yield strengths τy. The value is
constrained by observations and laboratory experiments; the range 50−200 kPa considered
in the idealized case reflects an appropriate range (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010; O’Neel et al.,
2005).
In the simplest case, we assume τy is constant. Because τy reflects the shear strength
at the bed in our approximation, τy may vary spatially or with time. For example, there
may be soft marine sediments with low τy near the terminus and hard bedrock with high
τy upstream. The effects of subglacial processes such as erosion, sediment deposition,
and evolving water drainage suggest temporal variation in τy as well. We can introduce a
physically-motivated modification to the model by allowing τy to be a function of effective
water pressure at the glacier base, implemented as follows:
τy = τ0 + µ (ρig(h− b)− ρwgD) , (2.29)
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Figure 2.4: Columbia Glacier main centerline: perfect plastic model profiles (τy = 150 kPa,
solid curves) with 1957/2007 observations (dashed curves). Note 5:1 vertical exaggeration
in scale.
with µ u 0.01 the bulk coefficient of friction and all other symbols as previously defined.
Our choice of µ reflects the lower end of the range derived experimentally by Cohen et al.
(2005) and is of the appropriate order of magnitude to fit observed Columbia profiles.
The model produces a realistic central profile that can be compared with observations
from 1957 and 2007. The shape of the profile is determined by the yield strength, with
values of τy between 75 − 220 kPa producing the most realistic profiles. Force balance
calculations by O’Neel et al. (2005) suggest a probable range of yield strengths for the
Columbia Glacier bed of 50−200 kPa. The perfect plastic profiles computed with τy = 150
kPa for the 1957 and 2007 observed terminus positions are shown in Figure 2.4, with
observed 1957 and 2007 profiles presented for comparison.
When observations of surface elevation are available for the entire centerline, as for
1957 and 2007, the CVRMS statistic (coefficient of variation of the RMSE) comparing sim-
ulated and observed ice thickness is defined and we may use it for analysis. The CVRMS
is related to RMSE but normalized by the mean value of the measurement. This normal-
ization reflects the physical intuition that 100 m of error on a 100 m-thick glacier is more
problematic than 100 m of error on a 1000 m-thick glacier.
Allowing yield strength to vary with effective basal pressure produces steady-state pro-
files with CVRMS comparable with that of constant yield profiles. The shape of variable-τy
profiles depends on the choice of τ0 in Eqn. (2.29); CVRMS is minimized using τ0 u 130
kPa. Note that the coefficient of friction µ in Eqn. (2.29) also affects the shape of the
glacier profiles, but for this study we have held µ = 0.01 constant. Visually, the centerline
profiles computed for 1957 and 2007 using τy = 130kPa + µ (ρigH − ρwgD) are nearly
indistinguishable from the constant-τy profiles shown in Figure 2.4.
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2.4.2 Retreat
To simulate retreat, we proceed as described for the idealized cases. We assume that the
glacier surface elevation was approximately constant during its decades of stability (until
about 1980) and that all observed thinning occurred 1982-2007, during the recent period of
rapid retreat (O’Neel et al., 2005; Krimmel, 2001). Further, we assume a constant thinning
rate between 1982 and 2007 – this works out to an average 8 m a−1 at the reference point
35 km upstream. Using this thinning rate, we can estimate the amount of thinning corre-
sponding to a particular month or year during Columbia’s retreat and generate a snapshot of
the centerline profile at that time. We “evolve” the model in time by producing a series of
such snapshots. We then evaluate the model by comparing snapshots from a particular year
with surface elevation and terminus position data obtained in that year by the USGS (Krim-
mel, 2001). Note that while we time-evolve the model by controlling upstream thinning, it
could just as well be time-evolved by controlling the terminus retreat rate and solving for
upstream thickness. That is, the apparent “causality” in the model could be reversed. We
do not presume to comment on the correct direction of causality. Figure 2.5 shows 5-yearly
snapshots of the retreat simulated with τy = 150 kPa and τy = 130kPa+µ (ρigH − ρwgD).
Animations of the modeled retreat are available in the Supplementary Information of Ultee
and Bassis (2016)
Differences between the yield criteria are more immediately visible in a direct compar-
ison. Figure 2.6 shows the two profiles produced by prescribing the amount of thinning
observed in the period 1957-2007 at the reference point. We notice that the profile pro-
duced using the effective pressure yield criterion reaches a terminus position ∼ 0.6 km
farther advanced than the 2007 observation, while the profile from the constant yield crite-
rion has a terminus∼ 3.2 km farther retreated than the 2007 observation. The difference in
performance can also be seen in the Supplementary Animations S1 (τy = 150 kPa) and S2
(τy = 130kPa + µ (ρigH − ρwgD)) of Ultee and Bassis (2016).
2.5 Discussion
Results of our idealized simulations compare well with observations of glacier profiles
and terminus thicknesses (Bassis and Walker, 2012). We have confirmed that the model
is able to reproduce advance and retreat of tidewater glaciers over representative bed to-
pographies, and simulations driven with moderate upstream thinning (5 m a−1) show the
corresponding retreat matches observations. Note that the choice of reference point is
significant—simulating 5 m a−1 of thinning at a point only 10 km upstream from the termi-
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Figure 2.5: 5-yearly snapshots of Columbia Glacier retreat, with the top frames represent-
ing 1980 and the bottom frames representing 2000. Model results appear as light blue
filled profiles, USGS flightline elevation profiles as navy blue curves, centroid terminus
positions as vertical black markers with grey observational range. Scalebar at bottom left
shows scales of 20 km in the horizontal and 500 m in the vertical. Panels: (a) Retreat
simulated with constant τy = 150 kPa; (b) Retreat simulated with the effective pressure
criterion, τy = 130kPa + µ (ρigH − ρwgD).
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Figure 2.6: Comparison of constant yield and effective-pressure yield criteria in simulating
2007 retreat from prescribing observed amount of thinning (210 m) at reference point (35
km upstream, black arrow). The centerline profile from 2007 observation (McNabb et al.,
2012) appears with black outline and grey fill. Profiles projected using τy = 150 kPa and
τy = 130kPa + µ (ρigH − ρwgD) are solid and dashed blue curves, respectively.
nus will produce results quite different from 5 m a−1 thinning at the reference point 35 km
upstream. Rapid thinning near sea level and rapid thinning at higher elevation correspond
to different climate scenarios, however, and the model responds as we would expect: thin-
ning simulated closer to the terminus will produce less rapid terminus retreat than the same
amount of thinning simulated farther upstream.
The retreat scenarios shown in Figure 2.2 match physical intuition. In Figure 2.2a,
for example, rapid retreat levels off once the glacier terminus is no longer in contact with
the ocean. This phenomenon has been documented several times in the literature (Pfeffer,
2007; Pfeffer et al., 2008). In Figure 2.2b, the glacier’s initial retreat is modulated by a
submarine sill. As the terminus thins in deep water, it no longer satisfies the water-balance
conditions of Eqns. (3.3, 2.27) and must retreat. When the terminus retreats onto the
submarine sill, however, it is able to stabilize in the shallower water. Figure 2.2c shows
an analogous case, though its results may be less intuitive. As the glacier retreats out of
the water, the terminus thickness for force-balance decreases (Eqn. (3.3) with D = 0).
Even though it is thinning upstream, the downstream portion of the glacier is too thick to
form a stable ice cliff on the concave bed, so it retreats rapidly and does not stabilize until
the terminus is very close to the ice “divide”. In a small neighborhood of the ice divide,
the concave bed may locally approximate a constant downhill slope, so we see subsequent
retreat proceed accordingly. There is not much glacier left for thinning and retreat, though,
and the profile after 30 years of thinning shows only a small scrap of glacier ice remaining.
This is perhaps unsurprising, as the “ice divide” portion of the glacier of Fig. 2.2c was
already thinner than the other idealized cases when constant 5 m a−1 thinning began.
The modeled profiles of Columbia Glacier show good agreement with 1957 and 2007
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observed ice thickness along the main centerline, and the model reproduces observed retreat
and thinning. The model successfully captures the “hinge point” behavior of the Columbia
Glacier noted by McNabb et al. (2012); in both the observations and the model, the most
drastic changes to the centerline profile are seen in the lower reaches, below a “hinge point”
around 40 km up from the terminus, with ice thickness upstream remaining relatively con-
stant. The amount of retreat corresponding to a given amount of thinning (or equilibrium
line altitude perturbation) depends on the yield strength, but using the range of τy realistic
for Columbia we see realistic results. With a constant yield strength of 150 kPa, thinning of
the main branch at a reference point just below the hinge point produces retreat consistent
with the 1957 and 2007 observations. We also see that the model disagreement with obser-
vation (as measured by the CVRMS) is higher for 2007 profiles, and that the model tends to
overestimate 2007 thickness when using a single constant yield strength—consistent with
what would be seen if the shear strength of the bed decreased due to subglacial processes
between 1957 and 2007. This agrees with observations that suggest low shear strength at
the bed of Columbia Glacier in 2007 (Walter et al., 2010).
Beyond static profiles, we have also successfully reproduced the general pattern of
Columbia’s retreat up to 2007, including an acceleration while the terminus retreated off
a sill and over an overdeepening in the bed. Both animations (Supplementary Material)
capture this behavior, and snapshots can be seen in Figure 2.5. The glacier simulated with
τy = 150 kPa shows more retreat over the period 1982-2007 than does the simulation with
τy = 130kPa + µ (ρigH − ρwgD). For straightforward comparison, Figure 2.6 superim-
poses the 2007 profiles when retreat is simulated with a constant yield strength and with
the effective basal pressure yield criterion. The absolute difference in terminus position be-
tween model and 2007 observation is a rough measure of each model variant’s skill at sim-
ulating retreat. In Figure 2.6 we see a difference in terminus position of modeled and ob-
served profiles of +0.595 km for the effective pressure case τy = 130kPa+µ(ρigH−ρwgD)
and −3.171 km for the constant-yield case τy = 150 kPa. By this metric, allowing yield
strength to vary with effective basal pressure produces a simulation closer to observations.
Simulations using the effective pressure yield criterion more closely match several
available observations, and agree with several studies suggesting that effective basal pres-
sure is an important factor governing tidewater glacier retreat (Truffer et al., 2009; Pfeffer,
2007; Vieli et al., 2000). In particular, for the year 2000—the last year for which USGS
terminus-position data is available—the terminus position predicted using τy = 150 kPa
is not within the range of observed terminus positions, while the position predicted using
τy = 130kPa + µ(ρigH − ρwgD) is within that range. For all other years, both simulations
place the glacier terminus inside the range given by USGS data. That is, using the slightly
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more complicated case τy = 130kPa+µ(ρigH−ρwgD) does improve the model, but using
the constant yield strength τy = 150 kPa is an acceptable simplification for the main branch
of Columbia Glacier.
Specifying that τy = 150 kPa is an acceptable choice for the main branch of Columbia
Glacier (i.e. perhaps only there) is not trivial. As discussed in Methods, above, we have
reason to suspect that τy is not constant in space; in particular, its value may be quite
different for geographically distant glaciers. Further, in this work we have assumed τyice =
τybed for simplicity, but a variety of glaciological and geological processes may cause either
or both yield strengths to change with time. Laboratory observations and inverse methods
from field observations constrain the probable values of τyice; it is more difficult to constrain
τybed on a particular glacier as it requires some knowledge of (or an educated guess about)
the subglacial geology. By comparing the observed terminus cliff height with that predicted
by our model’s water balance condition (Eqn. (2.26)), it is possible to rule out highly
improbable values of τy for individual glaciers. For example, Columbia Glacier’s 1957
terminus was a 108 m ice cliff in 160 m of water, so Figure 2.1 suggests that very high
yield strengths approaching 500 kPa would be inappropriate.
Though the simplicity of the model is a great advantage, there are certain oversimpli-
fications that must be addressed. The 1-D centerline approach with yielding at the bed is
not suitable in cases where basal drag is not the dominant control on flow: narrow val-
ley glaciers (controlled by wall drag) and floating ice tongues (controlled by longitudinal
stresses), for example. Additionally, the present form of the model is too simple to capture
the interaction of different stress regimes, and our focus on steady-state solutions ignores
shorter-term variability. We note that our case study of Columbia Glacier concludes in
2007, and that between 2007-2012 Columbia Glacier displayed several of these more com-
plicated dynamic features, including the development of a floating ice tongue and short-
lived cycles of advance and retreat on the order of 500 m (McNabb et al., 2012; Walter
et al., 2010). Our model error is higher in 2007, consistent with the onset of conditions
less suitable for the perfect plastic approximation. The model may also miss some longer-
term variability associated with feedback between terminus retreat and upstream thinning.
Finally, the prominent role of the bed topography b(x) in the surface-elevation equation
leaves the model susceptible to errors from poorly-known bed topography as well as sparse
sampling of the centerline bed data in estimating an appropriate bed geometry. In the case
of Columbia Glacier, however, our results show little sensitivity to introduction of random
noise, varying smoothing intervals, or displacement of the centerline over the bed.
In our current formulation, the perfect plastic limit corresponds to a steady-state glacier
that is in equilibrium with climate forcing. Counter-intuitively, surface mass balance does
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not directly enter into the computation of glacier profiles. In our model formulation, glacier
profiles and terminus position evolve in response to a prescribed upstream thinning rate.
Mass balance only enters into calculations of mass flux into the ocean, which we have not
attempted here. In keeping with the simplicity of the model, one way to introduce cli-
mate sensitivity would be extrapolate upstream thinning rates based on current trends or
quadratic or exponential growth in thinning rates. This would provide sensitivity and some
bounds on rates of retreat for individual glaciers. More satisfyingly, climate dependence
could also be introduced by coupling with a dynamic ice sheet upstream. For example, a
large-scale, climate-responsive ice sheet model (in which tidewater glaciers are otherwise
not resolved) could be used to determine the upstream thickness to input into our model.
The two models coupled together will respond to projected changes in climate and resolve
individual glacier contributions to sea level rise with minimal additional computational ex-
pense. Alternatively, if changes in terminus position are driving increased thinning rates
upstream we could instead prescribe a terminus retreat (or advance) rate and use this to
determine glacier profiles. This is more challenging because it would require specification
of an additional closure relation that specifies calving rate (or rate of terminus advance)
and its relation to local climate forcings, such as submarine melt. In the absence of a
well-validated calving law, we suggest the first two options as those most consistent with
the simplicity of our modeling approach, but we reassert the caveat that the perfect plas-
tic model is unable to distinguish between changes in terminus position due to upstream
thinning and changes in upstream thickness due to terminus advance or retreat.
2.6 Conclusion
We have generalized early work in glacier modeling—namely, Nye’s 1951 perfect plastic
approximation of glacier ice—to present a new, simplified model of tidewater glacier re-
treat. Results presented here demonstrate that our simple perfect plastic model produces
realistic glacier profiles and basic time evolution with very little input data. Using this
model, it is straightforward to gain a first-order understanding of tidewater glaciers for
which data are extremely limited. This model and slightly more complicated variations
such as a full viscoplastic model can be used to inform policy-relevant sea level projections
until such time as the state of available data and computational power allows consistent use
of state-of-the-art models for that purpose.
Some of the oversimplifications of this perfect plastic model may be addressed us-
ing the slightly more complicated viscoplastic rheology. For example, whereas we have
approximated intact glacier ice as rigid over our timescales of interest, viscoplastic flow
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could account for the viscous creep of intact ice and capture the interaction of different
stress regimes in the glacier. However, more complicated models are equally susceptible to
errors from poorly-known bed topography and other sparse observations. In the absence of
high-resolution data for all the world’s glaciers, highly simplified models such as our per-
fect plastic approximation remain an important tool for constraining 21st century sea level
rise. Using only three inputs—bed topography along a centerline, basal shear strength,
and change in upstream thickness—the perfect plastic model presented here can produce
realistic glacier profiles as well as simulate advance and retreat, offering a first-order un-
derstanding of glacial contributions to global mean sea level with negligible computational
expense.
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CHAPTER 3
Methods to simulate networks of calving glaciers
N.B.: This chapter was published in 2017 as
Ultee, L. and Bassis, J. N. (2017). A plastic network approach to model calv-
ing glacier advance and retreat. Frontiers in Earth Sciences 5(24). http:
//dx.doi.org/10.3389/feart.2017.00024.
It outlines the method we have used to simulate “networks” of interacting glacier branches
that discharge solid ice (calve icebergs) from a single terminus. This is one of the key
innovations our work offers to the field of numerical glacier modelling. In this chapter, we
also demonstrate the applicability of our model in diverse contexts: not only Alaska (as in
Chapter 2) but also Greenland, not only retreating glaciers but also advancing, not only one
glacier branch but also three, five, or more.
3.1 Introduction
The global sea level rise contribution from land ice is large and growing (Rignot et al.,
2011; van den Broeke et al., 2016). Much of the increase in the land ice contribution to sea
level rise comes from the dynamic response of marine-terminating glaciers, including those
draining the Greenland and Antarctic Ice Sheets (Straneo et al., 2013; Vaughan et al., 2013;
Church et al., 2013). Where glaciers drain the large ice sheets, there is often a transition
from laterally unconfined ice (width & 102 km) to flow through narrow fjords (width ∼ 10
km or smaller). For example, most of the 199 widest Greenland outlet glaciers studied by
Murray et al. (2015) do not exceed 3 km in width, and many smaller glaciers less than one
kilometer in width are excluded from consideration. Where tidewater glaciers drain alpine
ice fields, as in coastal Alaska, the ice flux through the terminus may come from tens or
hundreds of tributary branches upstream. The largest glaciers with the greatest potential
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contribution to sea level rise also have the most tributary branches—more than 400 in the
case of Hubbard Glacier, Alaska (Kienholz et al., 2015).
The relatively small scale and large number of outlet glaciers and tributaries present
a challenge to effective ice sheet modeling: the fine resolution required to capture small-
glacier dynamics is prohibitively expensive to apply in full-Stokes models of entire ice
sheets. Adaptive mesh refinement (AMR) has been applied in some models, e.g. BISICLES
(Cornford et al., 2013), as a first step toward addressing this challenge. However, the
finest-resolution cells (∼ 500 m) in AMR grids are generally those nearest the grounding
line, potentially leaving upstream tributaries of width ∼ 1 km and smaller unresolved. By
contrast, simplified centerline models applied to individual glaciers may use grid spacing
of < 10 m over the entire glacier length, but such models often ignore tributary branches
entirely.
In Ultee and Bassis (2016), we extended the perfect plastic approximation of Nye
(1951, 1952, 1953) to a centerline model of tidewater glaciers that self-consistently predicts
terminus advance and retreat forced with upstream elevation change. We now generalize
this model to account for the intersection of networks of tributaries. Our plastic model is
well-suited to this problem because the condition for intersections is straightforward: ice
thickness H must match at intersection points between branches. Here, we describe the
model’s application to intersecting glacier networks through four case studies, including
glaciers from both Alaska and Greenland. We also discuss two alternative forcing methods
that could bring glacier-wide mass balance—and its changes due to climate—directly into
the model.
As illustrative cases, we choose four large, well-studied glaciers: Jakobshavn Isbræ
and Helheim Glacier, Greenland, and Columbia and Hubbard Glaciers, Alaska. These
glaciers were chosen based on their diversity of behavior and because of the (relatively)
abundant data available. For example, geometry of these glaciers varies from Jakobshavn’s
single major channel to Hubbard’s more than 400 mountain tributaries. Moreover, in recent
decades Columbia and Jakobshavn have been undergoing sustained retreat (Krimmel, 2001;
O’Neel et al., 2005; McNabb et al., 2012; Joughin et al., 2004, 2012, 2014), Hubbard has
been advancing (Trabant et al., 2003; Ritchie et al., 2008) and Helheim has experienced
both advance and retreat episodes (Howat et al., 2005, 2010; Murray et al., 2010), providing
tests of our model’s ability to resolve calving dynamics in a range of environments. Further,
with the case studies selected here we go beyond the work of Ultee and Bassis (2016) to
show that the model can reproduce patterns of retreat and advance in both Greenland and
Alaska and that the model can be used to analyze glaciers with more than one branch.
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3.2 Method
Our method extends the perfect plastic approximation of Nye (1951, 1952, 1953) to calving
glaciers with a network of tributaries. The perfect plastic approximation corresponds to the
assumption that glacier ice is perched at a yield strength. Applying the approximation to
a glacier centerline as in Ultee and Bassis (2016), we obtain an equation for the surface
elevation profile along the centerline:
|h− b| ∂h
∂x
=
τb
ρig
, (3.1)
where h is glacier surface elevation, b bed elevation, ρi = 920 kg m−3 the density of glacier
ice, g = 9.81 m s−2 the acceleration due to gravity, and τb the basal yield strength.
At the calving front, we require that tractions balance across the ice-water interface, i.e.∫ h(x)
b(x)
σxx dz =
∫ 0
b(x)
−ρwgz dz, (3.2)
with ρw = 1020 kg m−3 the density of sea water. We also require that the ice at the terminus
is at the yield strength of ice, τy, and integrating as in Ultee and Bassis (2016) provides a
corresponding condition on the ice thickness at the terminus:
Hterminus = 2
τy
ρig
+
√
ρwD2
ρi
+ 2
τy
ρig
(3.3)
where
D =
|b(x)| for b(x) < 00 for b(x) ≥ 0 (3.4)
represents water depth. For a given terminus position, our model uses Equations 3.1 and 3.3
to construct the surface elevation profile along the glacier centerline with a self-consistent
terminus position.
A general plastic model admits two yield strengths: that of the bed, τb, and that of the
ice, here called τy. Generally speaking, τb ≤ τy. When the glacier substrate is weaker than
the glacier ice, stress at the calving front (Equation 3.3) is limited by the yield strength of
ice, and basal stress (Equation 3.1) is limited by the lower yield strength of the bed. The
especially simple solution we present here assumes τb = τy, which may not be realistic but
has shown promising results when applied to Columbia Glacier (Ultee and Bassis, 2016).
τy thus becomes our single adjustable parameter.
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This simple model may be run with a constant yield strength, or with a Coulomb yield
criterion:
τy = τ0 + µN, where N = (ρigH − ρwgD) (3.5)
with µ a constant cohesion coefficient, H = h− b the ice thickness, other terms as above,
and τ0 replacing τy as the directly adjustable yield parameter. N in Equation 3.5 represents
an effective pressure at the glacier bed, such that basal substrates below sea level can be
assumed saturated and promoting faster flow (through a weaker bed and/or more deforma-
tion in the adjacent layer of ice). Basal water pressure beneath real glaciers is affected by
hydrological factors such as variable meltwater flux and evolution of the basal drainage
network, but accounting for such effects is beyond the scope of this simple model. In all
four case studies presented here, we keep µ = 0.01 constant to avoid excessive “tuning”.
This value was chosen to reflect a Mohr-Coulomb condition with low friction angle—as
would be found for soft marine sediments near tidewater glacier termini—and consistent
with the laboratory estimates of Cohen et al. (2005).
To apply our one-dimensional centerline model to a network of glacier tributaries, we
define the network of centerlines, identify an appropriate value of the yield strength τy for
the glacier in question, and simulate upstream thinning/thickening over time.
3.2.1 Define network centerlines
Each centerline comprises a sequence of point coordinates. For relatively simple tributary
networks, we manually select centerlines from maps of glacier thickness and bed topog-
raphy. We save the lists of point coordinates and note which are points of intersection
between branches. For general cases, it is more practical to extract point coordinates from
automatically-generated sets of centerlines such as those created by Machguth and Huss
(2014) or Kienholz et al. (2014). With coordinate sequence in hand, we generate a set of
evenly-spaced points from the (common) terminus to the head of each glacier branch and
we re-express the points of each line in terms of arc length. Expressing the lines in terms of
arc length allows a continuous representation of input quantities along each line, allowing
model resolution to be adjusted.
3.2.2 Find best-fit yield strength
Our model rheology depends on a single adjustable parameter: the yield strength τy. Note
once again that, though a general plastic model might include separate yield strengths for
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the glacier bed and glacier ice, τb and τy respectively, we assume here that τb = τy.
Where observed surface elevation profiles are available, we can find the best-fit value
for yield strength τy (or τ0 of Equation 3.5) by minimizing model mismatch with obser-
vation. We run the model only along the main branch, where observations are likely to
be higher-quality, for a range of values of τy. We quantify the mismatch with observation
using the coefficient of variance of the root-mean-square error, CVRMS . We take the value
of τy corresponding to minimum CVRMS to be the best-fit yield strength, and we apply the
same best-fit τy to all branches of a given glacier.
For glaciers lacking observations of surface elevation, a best-guess value of τy may be
used instead. Laboratory and field observations indicate that τy should be approximately
50-300 kPa (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010; O’Neel et al., 2005), with lower values for soft,
flat beds and higher values for hard, steep beds.
3.2.3 Simulate advance/retreat over time
Using our best-fit or best-guess yield strength, we generate a reference profile along each
glacier branch corresponding to an initial terminus position. For the plastic model, ter-
minus retreat corresponds to upstream thinning and advance to thickening. We select an
upstream point along the reference profile, ideally a point with good observations available
for multiple years, where we will simulate changes in ice thickness. We first simulate main
branch thinning/thickening as described in Ultee and Bassis (2016), finding the terminus
position satisfying Equation 3.3 for each new glacier profile. Because all tributaries share
a common terminus, we use the terminus position identified by the main branch profile
and step the plastic model upstream into the tributaries from there. Thus, we generate a
consistent set of branch profiles, which by definition agree at the points of intersection, for
each time step.
3.2.4 Numerical considerations
We discretize Equation 3.1 with an Euler forward step. The model is fast and can be run
with small grid spacing; in the following case studies, grid spacing ranges from 1-5 m
to ensure negligible numerical error. Our results are robust and insensitive even to order-
of-magnitude increases in grid spacing. We enforce our boundary condition of matching
ice thickness at tributary branching points in the model initialization, stepping the model
upstream into the tributaries from a common trunk where ice thickness agrees by definition.
For more details of our numerical implementation, see Ultee and Bassis (2016)
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3.3 Case studies
To demonstrate the application of the network method, we now turn to four case studies,
arranged in order of increasing complexity. The case studies include calving glaciers in
both Alaska and Greenland, with networks ranging from the very simple single branch
of Jakobshavn Isbræ to the highly complex Hubbard Glacier network of more than 400
branches (of which we treat eight). Each case illustrates a different capability of the model:
matching average retreat based on relatively sparse data, reproducing more detailed retreat
including a network split, simulating retreat and readvance without adjusting model set-
tings, and matching a well-studied terminus advance with a forcing fit to observations. In
the final case study, we illustrate the application of the model to automatically generated
networks of centerlines, dramatically improving the scalability of this approach for large
and complex networks of calving glaciers.
3.3.1 Jakobshavn Isbræ, Greenland—1 centerline
Jakobshavn Isbræ is the fastest-flowing glacier currently known, with summer flow speeds
near the terminus reaching 16 km a−1 (Joughin et al., 2014). It drains approximately 7%
of the Greenland Ice Sheet by volume (Csatho et al., 2008; Joughin et al., 2004) and is
a substantial contributor to global sea level rise: nearly 1 mm between 2000 and 2011
(Joughin et al., 2014; Howat et al., 2011). A CReSIS level 3 data product (CReSIS, 2016b)
provides gridded ice thickness, surface elevation, and ice-bottom elevation for Jakobshavn
Isbræ. The CReSIS product is a composite of data collected between 2006 and 2014, with
ice bottom reconstructed by kriging of radar lines. Because Jakobshavn lost its floating ice
tongue before the period of the CReSIS product (2006-2014), we assume that the termi-
nus is grounded and that ice-bottom elevation corresponds to bed topography everywhere.
Three intersecting troughs are visible in the bed topography, but we consider only the 60
kilometers closest to the terminus, common to all three branches. Thus, we begin our in-
vestigation with the simplest possible network geometry: a single centerline. Figure 3.1
shows the selected centerline on a map of Jakobshavn bed topography.
According to the CReSIS data, our centerline terminates (reaches the end of available
data) in ice more than 1400 m thick, grounded more than 1100 m below sea level. If this
were the true terminus, it would imply an ice cliff 314 m above the water line—much
larger than observations suggest (Joughin et al., 2004, 2014; Csatho et al., 2008). For such
a cliff to be stable, the yield strength of ice would have to be more than 3.5 MPa, which
is an order of magnitude larger than the values we would expect from observation and our
previous work (see Ultee and Bassis, 2016; Bassis and Jacobs, 2013; Bassis and Walker,
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Figure 3.1: CReSIS 2006-2014 composite bed topography of Jakobshavn Isbræ (Sermeq
Kujalleq), with hand-selected centerline (white) for terminal 60 km. Note the dark grey
area of no data immediately in front of the terminus.
2012; O’Neel et al., 2005). Thus, we suspect that the seaward end of our centerline does
not represent a true “terminus” with ice-water interface, making it unsuitable for our opti-
mization procedure initialized with the balance thickness (Eqn 3.3). We instead initialize
with the observed terminal thickness and proceed with optimization upstream, finding the
best fit with τy = 355 kPa. Figure 3.2 compares the centerline profile generated by our
plastic model with the observed centerline profile from CReSIS data. The plastic model fit
to observation is good, with CVRMS = 3.3%.
In recent years, Jakobshavn has thinned and retreated substantially. Using an aver-
age thinning rate based on Csatho et al. (2008), we investigate whether the plastic model
produces appropriate retreat. Figure 3.3 shows the simulated change in terminus position
with 30 m a−1 thinning applied 15 km upstream from the original terminus (reference point
marked in blue in Figure 3.2). After a few years of thinning without change in terminus po-
sition, retreat begins in the third year of the simulation and accelerates to just over 1km a−1
in years 5-15. Over the entire 15-year period, average retreat rate is 763 m a−1.
Our simulation of the retreat is simplistic, but not unreasonable. Because we initialize
from a dataset compositing observations between 2006 and 2014, the onset date of our
retreat could be anytime in that range, and comparison with observed retreat is inexact.
However, we note that between 1991-2006, Csatho et al. (2008) report a 15-year average
retreat rate of 830 m a−1, comparable to the 15-year average retreat rate of 763 m a−1
found in our simulation. Further, for the 5-year period 2001-2006, closer to the probable
time of our simulated retreat, the average retreat rate reported by Csatho et al. (2008) is 2.23
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Figure 3.2: Centerline profiles of Jakobshavn Isbræ (Sermeq Kujalleq): CReSIS composite
of surface observations 2006-2014 (black curve) and plastic model with τy = 355 kPa
(grey dashed curve). Blue marker indicates the upstream reference point where forcing
was applied to simulate retreat (see Figure 3.3).
Figure 3.3: Jakobshavn Isbræ (Sermeq Kujalleq) terminus retreat under 15 years of
30 m a−1 upstream thinning. Average retreat rate ∂L
∂t
is listed for the years after onset
of retreat; compare with rates of 0.83–2.23 km a−1 reported by Csatho et al. (2008) for a
similar time period.
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Figure 3.4: Three branches of Columbia Glacier (white) with reconstructed bed topography
from McNabb et al. (2012). Red diamonds mark intersections of the branches.
km a−1, on the order of our retreat rate of 1.1 km a−1 in the years after onset of retreat in the
simulation. Our results are of similar magnitude to those reported in Joughin et al. (2004,
2012, 2014) for the early 2000’s as well. Though we do not capture the strong seasonal
cycling observed at Jakobshavn’s terminus (Joughin et al., 2014) under our constant annual
upstream thinning, our results are satisfactory for our primary interest in annual- to decadal-
scale change.
3.3.2 Columbia Glacier, Alaska—3 centerlines
Alaska’s Columbia Glacier is among the most well-documented cases of tidewater glacier
retreat. The glacier has been monitored by the United States Geologic Survey (USGS) since
the early 20th century, and over the past 35 years it has undergone rapid terminus retreat
and upglacier thinning. Datasets available from McNabb et al. (2012) and Krimmel (2001)
document the state of Columbia Glacier before and during its recent retreat. McNabb
et al. (2012) offers topography and ice thickness reconstructed for 1957 and 2007 from
observations, using a mass-conservation algorithm based on Glen’s flow law; Krimmel
(2001) gives more frequent flightline observations of the glacier surface elevation.
Figure 3.4 shows the structure of our hand-selected tributary network over Columbia
Glacier bed topography. A Coulomb yield criterion with τ0 = 130 kPa gives the best model
fit to observation. Each panel of Figure 3.5 is an aerial view of the same Columbia Glacier
network, illustrating different aspects of the model results. Panel (a) shows glacier surface
elevation for plastic steady-state profiles generated with the 1957 terminus position; panel
(b) shows ice thickness for the same profiles; panel (c) compares the modeled profiles to
observation (1957 USGS topographic map, as presented in McNabb et al. (2012)). The
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Figure 3.5: Plastic model with τy = 130kPa + µN applied to a network of three major
tributaries of Columbia Glacier, aerial view, 1957. (a) Glacier surface elevation, (b) Ice
thickness, (c) Percent error model-observation (McNabb et al., 2012). A positive percent
error (red colours in panel c) corresponds to model overestimation of observed ice thick-
ness, and a negative percent error (blue colours) corresponds to underestimation.
maximum error is 58% overestimation of ice thickness on parts of the east branch and
44% underestimation of ice thickness on the upper reaches of the main branch, though the
percent error in modeled ice thickness is highly spatially variable, as seen in Figure 3.5(c).
Overall, the plastic model fit to observed surface elevation as measured by CVRMS is good
along the main and west branches (CVRMS = 6.2% and 9.5%, respectively) but weaker
along the east branch (19.9%). The east branch, where our model tends to overestimate
ice thickness by 50% or more, has seldom been directly studied (Krimmel, 2001), although
recent radar-sounding and bed-mapping efforts (Rignot et al., 2013; Enderlin et al., 2016)
have better constrained the bed topography there and can be applied in future use of our
model. We note also that the stretch of the main branch with the poorest fit to observation
is the location of a sharp drop in the bedrock, where we might expect problems with the
plastic model due to its strong dependence on bed topography.
We explore the retreat patterns of Columbia Glacier in detail using a single-branch
model in Ultee and Bassis (2016). Here, we apply constant upstream thinning of 8 m a−1
for 25 a, 1982-2007, and show the simulated 2007 state of Columbia Glacier in Figure 3.6.
The colour schemes in the two figures have been kept the same (with the exception of the
percent error plotted in panel (c)) to allow for direct comparison. We note that the most
pronounced changes occur in the lower reaches of the glacier, including a striking terminus
retreat of more than 20 km. Very little change is visible in the upper reaches of the main
branch, which agrees with observations of Columbia’s dynamics above and below a “hinge
point” (an icefall) approximately 40 km upstream from the 1957 terminus (McNabb et al.,
2012)
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Figure 3.6: Same panels as Figure 3.5, simulated for 2007. Black marker indicates up-
stream location where forcing was applied to simulate retreat. Note the colour scales:
maintained in panels (a) and (b) to facilitate comparison between years, but adjusted in
panel (c) to accommodate the greater error of the model in 2007.
During the dramatic retreat between 1957 and 2007, the terminus of Columbia Glacier
reached the intersection point of two branches and eventually split into two calving fronts,
shedding icebergs from each branch. That split is visible in Figure 3.6. Once the terminus
retreated upstream of the intersection point, it was necessary to run the model separately
on the two smaller networks comprising the single-branch network to the west and the two-
branch network to the east. Our model is able to handle this separation of tributaries with
little difficulty.
3.3.3 Helheim Glacier, Greenland—5 centerlines
Helheim Glacier is another of Greenland’s largest outlet glaciers, located along its southeast
coast. In recent years, Helheim was observed to thin, retreat, and accelerate, then slow its
retreat and begin readvancing (Murray et al., 2015; Howat et al., 2010, 2005; Stearns and
Hamilton, 2007). A CReSIS level 3 data product (CReSIS, 2016a) provides gridded ice
thickness, surface elevation, and ice bottom elevation for Helheim Glacier. The product
we are using is a composite of data collected between 2006 and 2014, with the ice bottom
reconstructed by kriging of radar lines.
Figure 3.7 shows the ice bottom elevation underlying five branches of Helheim Glacier,
with hand-selected centerlines for the branches marked in white. We optimize for the yield
strength and find that the Coulomb yield criterion with τ0 = 245 kPa provides the best fit
to observation.
Figure 3.8, analogous to Figure 3.5, shows the plastic model applied to the network of
five branches of Helheim. The maximum errors are 47.5% overestimation of ice thickness
on parts of the easternmost branch and 5.8% underestimation of ice thickness on upstream
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Figure 3.7: Five branches of Helheim Glacier (white) with CReSIS composite ice bottom
elevation from 2006-2014. Red diamonds mark intersections of the branches.
Figure 3.8: Plastic model with τy = 245kPa + µN applied to network of five major trib-
utaries of Helheim Glacier, aerial view, 2006-2014. (a) Glacier surface elevation, (b) Ice
thickness, (c) Percent error model-observation (CReSIS, 2016a).
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Figure 3.9: Pattern of retreat and readvance of Helheim Glacier simulated with a sinusoidal
pattern of thinning-thickening upstream for 5 years (panel a) and 100 years (panel b). Black
curves on the upper axes show the changing terminus position, and blue dotted curves
below show the forcing over the course of the simulation.
portions of the two central branches. For four of the five branches studied, the plastic
model fit to the CReSIS composite is very good (CVRMS ≤ 7.9%). For the easternmost
branch, the fit is weaker, withCVRMS = 23.8%. This is likely because the best-fit Coulomb
yield strength, τ0 = 245 kPa, was optimized for the main branch and is too high for the
easternmost branch. Running the optimization procedure for each branch individually,
we find that the best-fit Coulomb yield strength is between 220 − 250 kPa for all other
branches, but only 140 kPa for that easternmost branch. It is possible that ice-dynamical
factors unique to that branch, e.g. a different balance of basal/wall drag, affect the optimal
yield strength.
Given Helheim’s recent pattern of retreat and readvance, we now investigate whether
the plastic model can produce retreat and readvance within a single simulation. We fit
a sinusoidal function to the upstream surface elevation changes reported in Murray et al.
(2015) and run the simulation for 100 years. Figure 3.9a shows the retreat and readvance
of the terminus in the first five years of simulation, with figure 3.9b showing the continued
oscillation over the 100-year period. Note that positive cumulative changes are not possible,
because we have no information about the bed topography for terminus positions more
advanced than the initial state. Under the time-varying upstream forcing, our model shows
Helheim’s terminus undergoing multi-year cycles of retreat and readvance over a longer-
term retreat signal. Data limitations preclude a direct comparison between our simulation
and observed patterns of advance and retreat, but we note that the simulated retreat is of
the correct order of magnitude. For two years, the terminus retreats at an average rate of
1.65 km a−1 before slowing its retreat and readvancing, consistent with what was observed
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Figure 3.10: Eight branches of Hubbard Glacier, Alaska, (white) selected by Kienholz et al.
(2014) with reconstructed bed topography from c. 2007 (Huss and Hock, 2015; Huss and
Farinotti, 2012). Red diamonds mark intersections of the branches.
in the early 2000s (Howat et al., 2005; Murray et al., 2015). The 100-year simulation
results also demonstrate that the model can capture short-term oscillations over a longer-
term retreat, which is promising for eventual treatment of seasonal cycling.
3.3.4 Hubbard Glacier, Alaska—8 auto-selected centerlines
Finally, we explore the performance of the plastic network method for a glacier with more
complicated geometry. Hubbard Glacier is Alaska’s largest tidewater glacier by area,
covering 2450 km2. Unlike many other tidewater glaciers in the region, and apparently
independent of climate forcing, it thickened and advanced throughout the 20th century
(Stearns et al., 2015; Trabant et al., 2003; Arendt et al., 2002). The advance has been well-
documented due to the glacial outburst flood hazard created when the advancing glacier
terminus closes Russell Fjord, which has happened twice in the past 30 years (Ritchie
et al., 2008).
Huss and Hock (2015) have reconstructed ice thickness for Alaska glaciers following
the method of Huss and Farinotti (2012). We estimate bed topography for Hubbard Glacier
by subtracting that reconstructed ice thickness from a digital elevation model of the surface
provided by Kienholz et al. (2015). The automated algorithm described by Kienholz et al.
(2014) identifies 459 tributary centerlines on Hubbard Glacier, from which we choose the 8
that exceed 20 km in length. Figure 3.10 shows the bed topography underlying the network
of eight branches, with automatically-selected centerlines of the branches in white and
intersection points marked in red. Following the optimization procedure described above,
we find the best model fit with τy = 200 kPa.
Figure 3.11 shows the plastic model applied to all eight branches. Note that we have
restricted the colorbar of panel c to saturate at 100% error. Overall, model error on Hub-
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Figure 3.11: Plastic model with τy = 200kPa applied to network of eight major tributaries
of Hubbard Glacier, aerial view, c. 2007. (a) Glacier surface elevation, (b) Ice thickness,
(c) Percent error model-reconstruction (Huss and Hock, 2015; Huss and Farinotti, 2012).
Black box on panel (c) indicates the region shown in Figure 3.12.
bard Glacier is comparable to other cases, with mean error of +52% and median of +27%.
The maximum underestimation of ice thickness is 52%, also comparable to other cases.
However, the upper reaches of several branches show high error, with five points reach-
ing 1000% error and an anomalously high 4237% overestimation of ice thickness found at
one point in the main branch. The reconstruction method of Huss and Farinotti (2012) con-
strains ice thickness to be 0 at the ice divide , which likely accounts for such large increases
in model error upstream (%error = 100(Hmodel −Hrecon)/Hrecon). Indeed, the point with the
highest percent error corresponds to a 747 m overestimation of ice thickness, which is only
about 70% of the maximum observed ice thickness for Hubbard Glacier. We expect the
plastic model to be more applicable close to the terminus—where stresses are higher and
the ice is flowing faster—and the increasing error far upstream agrees with this expectation.
Observations of Hubbard Glacier are sparse above the lowest 15 km (Trabant et al.,
2003) and the highest model error coincides with poorly-constrained areas of the glacier.
Further, our optimization procedure shows that optimizing for τy over the lower 30 km of
Hubbard Glacier provides the best, least sensitive fit to observation. For these reasons, we
focus our attention on the better-constrained downstream portion of the glacier. Figure 3.12
shows the plastic model results on the lower 30 km of Hubbard Glacier. The percent error
of the model with respect to the reconstruction of Huss and Hock (2015) in this region is
quite low, comparable to percent error on other glaciers. The maximum errors are 27.7%
overestimation and 22.3% underestimation of ice thickness, a marked improvement on the
error seen on the full eight-branch network.
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Figure 3.12: Plastic model with τy = 200kPa applied to lower 30 km of network of Hubbard
Glacier tributaries, aerial view, c. 2007. (a) Glacier surface elevation, (b) Ice thickness, (c)
Percent error model-reconstruction (Huss and Hock, 2015). Note that Figures 3.11 and
3.12 use different colorbars to best highlight the features of each.
3.3.4.1 Advance 1948-present
Previous case studies, as well as our earlier work on Columbia Glacier, documented that
our plastic model reproduces observed patterns of retreat (Ultee and Bassis, 2016) as well
as rudimentary multi-year cycles of advance and retreat. Now, using observations of the
lowest 10 km of Hubbard Glacier from 1948 to the present, we investigate how well the
model can reproduce observed tidewater glacier advance. Several published studies (Mc-
Nabb and Hock, 2014; Trabant et al., 2003; U. S. Geological Survey, 2003) and a US
Geological Survey dataset documenting the observed advance provide a useful basis for
evaluation. We choose a reference point 6 km upstream, where the successive longitudinal
profiles of Trabant et al. (2003) show a total of 70 m of thickening between 1948 and 2000.
The rate of thickening was not constant, but for simplicity we impose a constant rate equal
to the 1948-2000 mean—approximately 1.3m a−1 at the reference point. We run the model
for every year 1948-2000 with constant annual thickening, and find the terminus advance
plotted in Figure 3.13. Mean terminus advance rate over the entire period is 29.7 m a−1,
and total advance 1948-2000 is 1.55 km. For comparison, black diamonds in Figure 3.13
show the advance reported by the USGS. The modeled total advance of 1.54 km 1948-
2000 agrees with the total advance of 1.4 km reported by Trabant et al. (2003), as well
as the 1.75 km advance reported for 1948-2012 by McNabb and Hock (2014). The mean
advance rate of 29.7m a−1 agrees with the 28m a−1 rate reported by Trabant et al. (2003)
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Figure 3.13: Simulated terminus advance of Hubbard Glacier, 1948-2000, under two dif-
ferent forcings. Black curves show plastic model advance under constant upstream thick-
ening (solid) and under a fit to observed upstream thickening (dashed). Black diamonds
give observed change in terminus position from USGS longitudinal profiles. Blue curves
show the annual thickening rate imposed as an upstream forcing: constant (solid) and fit to
observations (dashed).
and the 23− 36m a−1 reported by Stearns et al. (2015).
Finally, we explore what can be gained by running the model with a more realistic
forcing, deriving the upstream thickening from a fit to observations rather than the 52-year
mean. We run the model with variable upstream thickening fit to observations and find the
terminus advance shown by the dashed curve in Figure 3.13. The variable forcing produces
more realistic advance, but only marginally so. Mean terminus advance rate over the entire
period is 28.0 m a−1, very similar to the mean advance rate found using a constant forcing.
We conclude that using a constant average forcing is an acceptable simplification. For both
forcings, our model shows advance rate decreasing over time, while observations show
an increasing rate of advance punctuated by one slow period c.1972-1984 (Stearns et al.,
2015). The construction of a moraine shoal through sediment buildup has been shown to be
fundamentally important for tidewater glacier advance (Meier and Post, 1987; Oerlemans
and Nick, 2006; Goff et al., 2012); we suspect that the lack of sediment transport in our
plastic model prevents it from maintaining or accelerating rapid advance as a real glacier
could.
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3.4 Discussion
The yield strength τy, as the sole adjustable parameter of our model, merits careful exam-
ination. We note that there is not one single value of τy that works equally well for all
observed glaciers; rather, there is variation in the best-fit values. The two Alaska glaciers
studied are best fit by lower yield strengths (130-200 kPa), while the Greenland glaciers are
best fit by higher yield strengths (245-355 kPa). We hypothesized that the greater physical
sophistication of the Coulomb yield criterion would better match observed glacier profiles,
but the results of our case studies are inconsistent on this point. For example, CVRMS
between modeled and observed main branch profiles is minimized with the Coulomb cri-
terion for Columbia and Helheim Glaciers, but with the constant-yield-strength criterion
for Jakobshavn Isbræ and Hubbard Glacier. We suggest that some of the diversity of yield-
strength regimes found in our case studies is a reflection of glacier physics, and some is
a side effect of the plastic model’s simplicity. For example, the two Alaskan glaciers are
temperate and receive much more precipitation than the Greenland outlet glaciers, which
may contribute to the lower yield strengths of the former. If the model could be adjusted
for ice-dynamical factors such as fjord width, temperature, presence of proglacial me´lange
or ice tongue, etc., we might expect to adjust for those factors with their own parameters
and find a more consistent best-fit yield criterion across all observed glaciers. With τy as
the only parameter of the model, however, it is reasonable that a diverse set of glaciers with
unique characteristics would have similar diversity in their best-fit yield strengths. This
phenomenon is also recognizable in the inter-branch yield strength disparity found for Hel-
heim Glacier. Nevertheless, we note that the range of τy in our case studies is well within
the range of laboratory and field observations (roughly 75-500 kPa).
For networks of two or more branches, we must also consider the inter-branch vari-
ability in best-fit τy. On Helheim Glacier, that variability is especially noteworthy, with
more than 100 kPa difference in the best-fit Coulomb yield strength τ0 between the small
north-easternmost branch and the larger, deeper main branch. In the case studies presented
here, we used a single value of τy (constant yield strength) or τ0 (Coulomb yield condition)
for all branches of a given glacier network, but future model development could include
varying the yield strength by branch. To avoid discontinuities in surface slope, it would be
necessary to vary the yield strength smoothly across the junction between branches rather
than allowing a step change at the branch point.
Though our plastic network model fits observed profiles of tidewater glaciers remark-
ably well given its simplicity, some clear model weaknesses remain. For example, the
simplest version of the model, making use of a single constant yield strength τy, cannot re-
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produce retreat that occurs while the glacier is thickening, nor advance that occurs while the
glacier is thinning. In observed glaciers, upstream thinning usually corresponds to terminus
retreat, and thickening to advance, but not always. For example, about 10% of the Alaska
glaciers sampled by Arendt et al. (2002) exhibited thickening-retreat or thinning-advance.
Further, the model response to forcing is instantaneous. Driving the model upstream pro-
duces instant change in terminus position, and driving the model at the terminus produces
instant change in the upstream elevation profile. Therefore, we remain unable to comment
on the causal relationship between retreat and thinning (see also Ultee and Bassis, 2016).
More fundamentally, lack of a sediment transport mechanism hampers our model’s sim-
ulation of realistic tidewater glacier advance, as illustrated by the Hubbard Glacier case
study. Another obstacle to wide implementation of our model is the input data required:
bed topography and bathymetry, which are not globally available. We have treated case
studies of Columbia and Hubbard Glaciers, which are among the best-constrained Alaska
tidewater glaciers. While extending the model to other Alaska tidewater glaciers seems a
natural next step, further study is hampered by limited observational constraints on glacier
bed topography.
3.4.1 Introducing climate forcing
The highly simplified model implementation presented here relies on manual input of an
upstream thickening or thinning rate for each glacier. Manual input may be constrained by
observational data, but it is a poor substitute for true climate forcing. Further, the technique
is not scalable to the hundreds of tidewater glaciers worldwide, limiting the utility of the
model. Two options exist to remedy this situation: introducing climate forcing directly
into the plastic model, for example by adding functionality to treat changes in surface mass
balance, or coupling upstream with a more sophisticated model that handles climate forcing
itself. We discuss the first tactic in Bassis and Ultee (2017, submitted manuscript) and focus
our attention here on the second tactic.
Coupling with a more complex glacier dynamics model (e.g. Marzeion et al., 2012)
may be possible, but will require judicious choice of coupling location xcouple. We need
only require that ice thickness remains continuous at the junction, but the best xcouple may
depend on the glacier and the choice of upstream model. Without the benefit of coupling
experiments to guide us, we suggest that the most consistent choice of xcouple will match
not only ice thickness, but basal shear stress at the junction point. The plastic model as-
sumes that basal stress over the entire glacier is exactly the yield strength of ice, τy, which
may vary spatially according to the Coulomb condition of Equation 3.5 (see also Ultee and
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Bassis, 2016). In theory, basal stress of a tidewater glacier flowing down a valley without
large pinning points should increase downstream throughout the accumulation area, which
should be reflected in the glacier models with which our model could couple. The ap-
propriate location to induce coupling, xcouple, is the point along the centerline of the main
glacier branch where the basal stress according to the upstream model matches our model’s
yield strength of ice to within a certain tolerance. Large, abrupt features such as upstream
ice falls—like the one on Columbia Glacier’s main branch—may affect selection of xcouple.
Careful initial experiments will help in designing a general method of avoiding such prob-
lems.
At xcouple, we require that the ice thickness of the plastic glacier, Hcouple ≡ H(xcouple),
match that found by the upstream model. As the upstream model evolves in time, the plas-
tic glacier downstream will respond to changes in Hcouple. In this way, the plastic model
can respond to changes in climate forcing applied upstream. We note that the climate forc-
ing relevant to tidewater glaciers includes not only atmosphere forcing, but ocean forcing
as well. However, coupling our model to an ocean model at the calving front would be
considerably more complicated to implement, and we have not explored that possibility.
3.5 Conclusion
We have presented a model that balances the simplicity of one-dimensional flowline mod-
eling with the power of explicitly representing intersections between glacier branches.
Our case studies indicate that the model can produce surface elevation profiles of multi-
ple branches with low error, as well as realistically simulate the advance and retreat of
Alaska and Greenland tidewater glaciers. Though our method gains important validation
from detailed application to individual glaciers, its true appeal is in scaling up to large net-
works of tidewater glaciers, such as those draining the Greenland Ice Sheet. Simulation of
those larger networks can be enhanced by explicit inclusion of surface mass balance—as
described in Bassis & Ultee (2017, submitted manuscript)—or coupling to a more sophis-
ticated model upstream.
Our initial case studies, performed without high-quality local climate data or coupling
to a sophisticated ice dynamics model, give reason for optimism. In particular, the cases
of Columbia Glacier (see Ultee and Bassis, 2016) and Hubbard Glacier demonstrate that
a simple constant upstream forcing can reproduce terminus advance and retreat with sur-
prising accuracy. More precise forcing based on observations of the glacier or the local
climate does offer marginal improvement in model performance, as demonstrated for Hub-
bard Glacier above, but it is not essential. Thus, our model offers useful projections despite
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the inherent uncertainty in models of future climate.
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CHAPTER 4
Future projections of calving flux from
Greenland outlet glaciers
This chapter is a draft manuscript in preparation for publication. It applies the model
developed in Chapters 2 and 3 under several forcing scenarios to estimate upper bounds on
the calving contribution to sea level rise from the largest Greenland outlet glaciers.
4.1 Introduction
The ice that makes up the Greenland Ice Sheet has the potential to raise global mean sea
level by 7 meters (Greve, 2000; Gregory et al., 2004) and dramatically reshape Earth’s
coastal regions. Current annual ice loss from the Greenland Ice Sheet is responsible for al-
most 1 mm of global sea level rise per year (Jacob et al., 2012; Forsberg et al., 2017), a con-
tribution that exceeds that from Antarctica and has accelerated in recent decades (Velicogna
et al., 2014; van den Broeke et al., 2016). About half of the acceleration in mass loss is
attributable to ice dynamic changes (Straneo et al., 2013; Benn et al., 2017b). Accurate
projections of global mean sea level must include the contribution from ice dynamics, but
capturing that contribution in models remains challenging.
One of the major challenges is that the fracture process preceding iceberg calving is
fundamentally incompatible with the assumption of continuum deformation in most ice
sheet models. There has been recent progress to reconcile this issue; for example, Borstad
et al. (2012) and Duddu et al. (2013) have represented ice damage as a continuum variable,
though there is disagreement about how ice damage should evolve in time. Benn et al.
(2017a) have coupled a granular model that allows calving to a finite-element model that
solves the Stokes equations for viscous deformation, offering a very promising basis for
eventual fully-dynamic calving. For the time being, however, their approach is too compu-
tationally expensive to be widely implemented.
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Simpler models can produce constraints on dynamic mass loss to inform more sophis-
ticated models and sea level scenarios. Pfeffer et al. (2008) deduced low-end and high-end
constraints of 21st century sea-level contribution from Greenland and Antarctica based on
average and extreme observations of present outlet glacier flow rates. Their constraints
provide useful context to evaluate model parameterizations of dynamic mass loss, but their
connection to future climate scenarios is unclear and they do not account for changing
physical context (e.g. fjord geometry). Similarly, Nick et al. (2013a) simulate a single
glacier flowline for each catchment basin, leaving their model unable to account for chang-
ing glacier geometry as tributary branches separate. The model Nick et al. (2013a) use for
their projections does parametrize several processes known to be important to outlet glacier
dynamics. However, the tuning parameters vary by an order of magnitude between glaciers
(Nick et al., 2013b), limiting its broader applicability.
We have previously derived a simple model that extends the perfect plastic approxima-
tion of Nye (1951, 1952, 1953) to networks of calving glaciers (Ultee and Bassis, 2016,
2017). Our approach uses the plastic rheology to produce centerline profiles of glaciers
whose fronts can lose mass by rapid calving events. In its simplest form, the model re-
lies on only one adjustable parameter—the yield strength of ice, τy—which is constrained
by observation and laboratory experiments. The more sophisticated implementation we
describe here adds one more adjustable parameter, the flow law creep factor A, which
has been similarly constrained by observations (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010, and references
therein).
The perfect plastic approximation is a limiting case of other rheologies commonly ap-
plied to glacier ice, including viscous creep with disarticulation above a yield strength
(Balmforth et al., 2006). It produces thicker and steeper glacier profiles than other rheolo-
gies, maximizing the volume of ice stored at each point along a profile of a given length.
Our implementation also responds instantaneously to the forcing we apply, maximizing the
rate of terminus retreat that results from a given forcing. The plastic approximation’s max-
imized rate of retreat and stored-ice volume along each flowline combine to produce upper
bounds on the dynamic discharge of ice associated with a given forcing.
Here, we apply our model as a limiting case of viscoplastic creep flow to produce
upper-extreme projections of dynamic fluxes from Greenland outlet glaciers under five dif-
ferent forcing scenarios. Our projections can be used together with projections of meltwater
runoff to constrain these glaciers’ contribution to global sea level in the coming century.
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Network name Branches Initial terminus (lat, lon) Ice flux [Gt a−1]
Sermeq Kujalleq (main) 1 (69.132053, -49.509957) 48.5 ± 10.5
Sermeq Kujalleq (central) 1 (69.291579, -49.273543) N/A
Sermeq Kujalleq (north) 1 (69.301572, -49.697977) N/A
Koge Bugt 1 (65.164437, -41.12781) 15.2 ± 4.1
Helheim Glacier 3 (66.38222, -38.182096) 31.0 ± 6.6
Kangerlussuaq Glacier 4 (68.61339, -32.920968) 30.0 ± 6.5
Table 4.1: Glacier networks appearing in this study. “Branches” refers to the number of
branches we simulate in this work, “initial terminus” the coordinates of the center of the
terminus as of our initialization with BedMachine v3 (Morlighem et al., 2017), and “ice
flux” annual ice flux from the network in Gt a−1 as estimated in Aschwanden et al. (2016).
The three single-branch networks of Sermeq Kujalleq, all of which calve into Ilulissat
Icefjord, were previously connected and are not reported separately by Aschwanden et al.
(2016).
4.2 Methods
We apply the plastic network model described in Ultee and Bassis (2016, 2017) to six of
the highest-flux glacier networks in Greenland. We first identify glacier termini using the
boundaries of the “grounded ice” mask of BedMachine v3 (Morlighem et al., 2017). Then,
we identify branch flowlines by tracing ice velocities observed by Sentinel (ENVEO, 2017)
upstream from a set of points that spans each terminus. Our networks are therefore de-
fined to be dynamically connected and calving from a single terminus at initialization. The
condition of dynamic connection from a single terminus leads us to define three separate
networks for the three branches of Sermeq Kujalleq (Danish: Jakobshavn Isbræ).
The networks we simulate are shown in Figure 4.1 and outlined in Table 4.1.
4.2.1 Motion of a calving glacier terminus
Let x = 0 represent the ice divide and x = L the terminus, where L = L(t) is the length of
the glacier. The time derivative dL/dt then represents the change in terminus position over
time. We use mass continuity and a condition on terminus thickness to derive an expression
for dL/dt of a plastic calving glacier.
In our plastic model, the glacier terminus is a yield surface (see Ultee and Bassis, 2016).
This imposes a condition on the ice thickness at the terminus, H|x=L = Hy, where
Hy = 2
τy
ρig
+
√
ρwD2
ρi
+ 2
τy
ρig
(4.1)
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Figure 4.1: Greenland outlet glacier networks included in this study. (a) Location of glacier
networks indicated on ESRI imagery of Greenland, overlaid with 2016-2017 ice velocity
from Sentinel (ENVEO, 2017). (b) Three single-branch networks of Sermeq Kujalleq,
previously connected but now calving from dynamically disconnected termini. (c) Three-
branch network of Helheim Glacier. (d) Four-branch network of Kangerlussuaq Glacier.
(e) Single-branch network of Koge Bugt. Spatial scales have been chosen to best illustrate
network geometry and are not consistent across subplots (b)-(e).
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In equation (4.1), τy is the yield strength of ice, ρi = 916 kg m−3 the density of glacier
ice, g = 9.81 m s−2 acceleration due to gravity, ρw = 1020 kg m−3 the density of seawater,
and D the water depth at the terminus. Taking the material derivative of the terminus ice
thickness, we find
DH
Dt
|x=L = DHy
Dt
(4.2)[
∂H
∂t
+
dL
dt
∂H
∂x
]
x=L
=
∂Hy
∂t
+
dL
dt
∂Hy
∂x
(4.3)
∂H
∂t
|x=L = dL
dt
[
∂Hy
∂x
− ∂H
∂x
]
x=L
. (4.4)
Mass continuity requires
∂H
∂t
+
∂
∂x
(HU) = a˙ (4.5)
where H = H(x, t) is the ice thickness, U = U(x, t) the ice velocity, and a˙ = a˙(x, t) the
net ice accumulation rate, for all (x, t).
Substituting equation (4.5) into (4.4), we find
a˙−H∂U
∂x
− U ∂H
∂x
=
dL
dt
[
∂Hy
∂x
− ∂H
∂x
]
x=L
(4.6)
∴ dL
dt
=
a˙−H ∂U
∂x
− U ∂H
∂x
∂Hy
∂x
− ∂H
∂x
, (4.7)
with all terms of equation (4.7) evaluated at x = L, the terminus of the glacier. With the
exception of ice accumulation rate a˙, all terms are determined by the rheology of ice.
Upstream from the terminus, we assume a plastic yielding layer at the bed of the glacier.
A perfectly plastic glacier would have a rigid ice plug above the yielding layer, but the
perfect plastic approximation is a limiting case of several other rheologies that could be
used to describe the slow deformation of ice in a pseudo-plug (e.g. Balmforth et al., 2006).
Here we choose to describe the slow deformation of intact ice with the familiar Glen’s
flow law. At the terminus, as in Ultee and Bassis (2016, 2017), we require a vertical yield
surface to describe the more rapid motion of fractured, disarticulated ice as it calves away
from the intact glacier. This implies that the effective stress in a region of length δ upstream
from the terminus is within  of the yield strength τy. Near the terminus, we have
∂U
∂x
= ε˙xx = Aτ
n
xx
= Aτny , (4.8)
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where flow law exponent n = 3 and A is the flow rate parameter of Glen’s flow law.
We integrate equation (4.5) in x to find∫ L
0
∂H
∂t
dx+ (HU)|x=L =
∫ L
0
a˙ dx (4.9)
U(x = L) =
1
Hterminus
∫ L
0
[
a˙− ∂H
∂t
]
dx, (4.10)
and by the chain rule ∂H
∂t
= ∂H
∂L
dL
dt
. Separating the integral in equation (4.10) and expanding
∂H
∂t
gives
U(x = L) =
α˙L
Hterminus
− dL
dt
1
Hterminus
∫ L
0
∂H
∂L
dx, (4.11)
where α˙ = 1
L
∫ L
0
a˙dx is the spatially-averaged ice accumulation rate along the flowline.
We now substitute our expressions (4.8, 4.11) in to equation (4.5) and rearrange to find
dL
dt
=
a˙− Aτ 3yHterminus + α˙LHterminus ∂H∂x
∂Hy
∂x
− ∂H
∂x
(
1− 1
Hterminus
∫ L
0
∂H
∂L
) . (4.12)
Equation (4.12), with the terminus ice thickness requirement of equation (4.1) and the
upstream ice thickness as described in Ultee and Bassis (2016, 2017), fully specifies the
time evolution of our model.
4.2.2 Climate forcing
Changes in the ice accumulation rate a˙(x, t) over time provide a climate forcing. Because
our model does not account for firn densification or other processes between precipita-
tion and eventual ice accumulation, we use ice surface elevation change data from Cryosat
(Flevinson et al., 2013) to define an initial a˙(x). Our use of surface elevation change forc-
ing to drive our model of ice dynamics assumes that all surface elevation change is due to
mass balance rather than dynamic thinning. This assumption will lead our model to overes-
timate the dynamic response to non-dynamic thinning, which is consistent with producing
an upper bound on future ice mass loss from the glaciers we study.
We simulate a range of forcing scenarios. Our baseline scenarios (cold baseline “CB”,
warm baseline “WB”) set α˙ = a˙ = 0, thus representing only changes due to ice-dynamic
adjustment. To this we add two scenarios forced by persistence of the 2011-2017 mean
surface elevation change: one with warm ice (“WP”) and one with cold ice (“CP”). Fi-
nally, we include one scenario of strong warming (“WX”) in which the surface elevation
change forcing is slowly ramped up to double its initial value. Table 4.2.2 summarizes
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Scenario Ice temp [◦C] A [Pa−3s−1] α˙
Cold baseline (CB) -30 3.7× 10−26 0
Warm baseline (WB) -2 1.7× 10−24 0
Cold persistence (CP) -30 3.7× 10−26 Persistence of 2011-2017 mean1
Cold persistence modif. (CPm) -30 3.7× 10−26 Persistence of 2011-2017 mean2
Warm persistence (WP) -2 1.7× 10−24 Persistence of 2011-2017 mean
Strong warming (WX) -2 1.7× 10−24 Linear doubling of 2011-2017 mean
Table 4.2: Model settings for the scenarios we study here. A is the flow rate parameter of
Glen’s flow law and α˙ is the surface elevation change forcing of equation (4.12).
Note 1: 2011-2017 mean refers here to the spatial average for each flowline, calculated from the
gridded 5-year mean of Greenland surface elevation change, one of the Essential Climate Variables
reported by the European Space Agency Climate Change Initiative (Flevinson et al., 2013). The
persistence assumption maintains a constant value of α˙ for each glacier for the entire simulation.
Linear doubling slowly increases the strength of the α˙ forcing so that ˙αfinal = 2α˙initial.
Note 2: Modified persistence scenario “CPm” is identical to scenario CP for all networks except
Sermeq Kujalleq [main]. For Sermeq Kujalleq [main], we reduce the surface forcing to 80% strength
to highlight a numerical issue—see section 4.3.
these scenarios. The cold baseline scenario uses the most conservative assumptions about
ice physics and future climate, which will produce the lowest estimates of dynamic ice flux
from our model. These low estimates should not be interpreted as a lower bound or mini-
mum possible ice loss; rather, they are an upper bound on ice loss given very conservative
forcing.
4.2.3 Calculating mass loss and sea level contribution
We calculate the change in pure ice mass from our selected glaciers. That is, we assume a
constant density of ice, ρi = 920 kg m−3 in our model formulation and use the same ρi to
convert changes in ice volume to mass flux. Estimating only the change in pure ice mass
allows us to separate firn processes and other surface mass balance effects from the effect
of iceberg calving.
As in Ultee and Bassis (2016, 2017), we find a centerline profile for each glacier branch
at each time step. Here, we calculate change in ice volume ∆V by integrating the difference
between successive profiles,
∆V =
∫ L
0
(H(x, tn+1)−H(x, tn))w(x) dx (4.13)
where H(x, t) is ice thickness as a function of position and time, and w(x) is the width of
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Figure 4.2: Change in main terminus position of 6 glacier networks for 100 years of the
“Cold baseline” scenario described in Table 4.2.2.
the glacier branch as a function of position along the flowline1. For a pure-ice, constant
density glacier, mass flux ∆M = ρice∆V .
Not all of the mass lost from calving glaciers contributes to global sea level, as Bamber
et al. (2018) point out. Where glaciers are grounded below sea level, as many of our study
set are for some portion of their catchment, only the portion of ice initially above sea level
makes a sea level contribution. We include only the above-sea-level portion of ice lost from
iceberg calving in our calculated sea level contribution. However, a substantial portion of
the ice flux in our simulations comes from upstream glacier thinning (dynamic drawdown),
all of which contributes to sea level change.
4.3 Results
We find strong terminus retreat for all of the scenarios described in Table 4.2.2. Even un-
der the most conservative “Cold baseline” scenario, the main branch of Sermeq Kujalleq
retreats by more than 40 km in 100 years, as illustrated in Figure 4.2. Most of the main
termini we simulate retreat by several kilometers under scenario CB, but the single-branch
1The glacier branch width refers to the region where surface speed is at least 1m d−1 and direction of
flow is aligned within 60◦ of centerline flow direction.
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Figure 4.3: Bed topography of three formerly-connected branches of Sermeq Kujalleq:
(a) main, (b) central, and (c) north. Horizontal and vertical scale are kept approximately
consistent across the three subplots.
networks Sermeq Kujalleq [central] and Sermeq Kujalleq [north] are nearly static. Both
networks have shallow, seaward-sloping beds, which tend to slow retreat. Figure 4.3 com-
pares the bed topography of the three Sermeq Kujalleq networks. The deep trough beneath
Sermeq Kujalleq [main], shown in Figure 4.3a, contributes to its faster rate of retreat and
stronger sea level contribution. Figure 4.4 shows the sea level contribution from each of
our six glacier networks for scenario CB.
Upper bounds on sea level contribution from our 6 networks range from 11.3 mm (CB)
- 28.2 mm (WX) within the next 100 years. Figure 4.5 summarizes sea level contribution
under each forcing scenario. We reiterate that our low estimate from scenario CB should
not be interpreted as a lower bound or minimum possible ice loss from these glaciers—it is
simply the estimate produced with the most conservative ice physics assumptions. Interest-
ingly, our high-end scenarios WP and WX produce nearly identical sea level contributions:
28.0 and 28.2 mm, respectively. Under scenario CP, the terminus of Sermeq Kujalleq
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Figure 4.4: Cumulative dynamic-flux contribution to global sea level resulting from the ter-
minus retreat shown in Figure 4.2. Included for comparison are the present-day linear trend
of Greenland sea level contribution from observations (grey line; Rignot et al., 2011) and
the projections of Nick et al. (2013a) for sea level contribution from four main Greenland
outlet glaciers under two forcing scenarios (dark grey bars).
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of total sea-level contribution from our six glacier networks under
the scenarios outlined in Table 4.2.2. Once again, we include the present-day linear trend
of Greenland sea level contribution from observations (grey line; Rignot et al., 2011) and
projections of sea level contribution from four main Greenland outlet glaciers under two
forcing scenarios (dark grey bars; Nick et al., 2013a).
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Figure 4.6: Terminus retreat of Kangerlussuaq glacier network simulated for 100 years of
scenario CB. The network begins with a single shared terminus, but has separated into four
independently-evolving termini by the end of the simulation.
[main] reaches a bedrock rise and stagnates early on in the simulation. Under the modified
scenario CPm, in which we keep the forcing identical for most networks but multiply by
0.8 for Sermeq Kujalleq [main]—representing slightly weaker surface thinning—the ter-
minus retreat is slightly smoother and manages to continue past the bedrock rise. Figure
4.5 shows this bifurcation.
Unlike single-flowline models, our model is able to handle networks that separate into
multiple termini over the course of simulations. Figure 4.6 shows the separation of Kanger-
lussuaq glacier network from one terminus into three. Line 0 is our “main” flowline, whose
course is similar to the single flowline defined for Kangerlussuaq glacier by Nick et al.
(2013a). The terminus of line 0 retreats a total of 30.84 km during the 100-year simula-
tion, while the termini of lines 1, 2, and 3 retreat 36.88, 32.03, and 18.97 km, respectively.
Our network model handles such separations automatically, without prescription from the
user, and tracks dynamic flux from each new terminus as soon as it separates from other
branches. We are not aware of any flowline models with similar capability.
4.4 Discussion
We have included two independent comparisons for qualitative validation of these results:
the model projections of Nick et al. (2013a) and the average annual mass loss of the en-
tire Greenland Ice Sheet for the period 2002-2010 as calculated by the Gravity Recovery
and Climate Experiment (Rignot et al., 2011). Both are plotted on Figures 4.4 and 4.5.
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Nick et al. (2013a) simulated the 100-year response to assorted forcing scenarios for four
glaciers: Jakobshavn Isbræ (Sermeq Kujalleq [main]), Helheim Glacier, Kangerlussuaq
Glacier, and Petermann Glacier. The overlap of their study set with ours makes their pro-
jections a valuable comparison. Our upper-bound dynamic sea level contribution for the
conservative scenarios CB, CP, and CPm fall within the range of the projections of Nick
et al. (2013a), which demonstrates that our cumulative estimates are of the correct order
of magnitude. Meanwhile, the slope of the grey line in Figures 4.4 and 4.5 indicating rate
of mass loss from all of Greenland, through both ice dynamics and surface mass balance
processes (Rignot et al., 2011), serves as a comparison for the rate of mass loss associated
with our upper-bound calculations. In warmer scenarios, the rate of mass loss from our six
glacier networks initially exceeds the average annual rate of mass loss from all of Green-
land, but decreases throughout the simulation. Red lines in Figure 4.5 illustrate this pattern.
Our upper-bound cumulative dynamic contribution to sea level from all scenarios falls be-
low the simple forward projection of the observed trend for all of Greenland. This agrees
with what we expect given that the mass loss from all of Greenland should exceed the mass
loss from a subset of its outlet glaciers. Both of these comparisons are qualitative validation
of our results. Simulating historical evolution of the six glacier networks appearing in this
Chapter and comparing them with available observations from past decades would provide
stronger evidence of our model’s validity; we have done so for Sermeq Kujalleq and Hel-
heim Glacier in Chapter 3 of this dissertation and intend to produce remaining hindcasts in
the near future.
Our findings demonstrate the importance of glacier fjord topography in controlling re-
treat, in agreement with previous observational, theoretical, and numerical studies (Benn
et al., 2017b; Schoof, 2007; Vieli et al., 2001; Warren, 1991). The main branch of Sermeq
Kujalleq, which is grounded in a trough nearly 1000 m below sea level, retreats the fastest
of all networks studied and makes a strong contribution to global sea level in all of our sim-
ulations, while adjacent branches with seaward-sloping beds show much weaker response
to all forcing scenarios. The marine portion of Sermeq Kujalleq is responsible for the ma-
jority of its sea level contribution and undergoes complete collapse by midway through the
100-year simulation in all scenarios except “Cold baseline”, the most conservative. The
sensitivity of Equation 4.12 to bed topography produces physically-realistic time evolution
of glacier termini on varied beds, but it also produces numerical trouble in some cases. In
particular, the unmodified forcing scenario CP shows a dubious terminus stagnation of the
main branch of Sermeq Kujalleq in water 1100 m deep, resulting in cumulative sea level
contribution below that of the more weakly forced CB and CPm scenarios (Figure 4.5).
We also capture the distinct sea level contributions of multi-tributary glacier networks.
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The “Sermeq Kujalleq [main]” network makes a contribution to sea level two orders of
magnitude greater than that of the two other Sermeq Kujalleq networks, partly as a result
of the deep bedrock trough of the main branch. However, the sea level contribution of
Helheim Glacier tributary 1 is comparable to that of the main branch. Similarly, two of
the three tributaries of Kangerlussuaq Glacier make sea level contributions comparable to
or exceeding that of the main branch. Our model’s automatic handling of dynamically
decoupling glacier branches during prolonged retreat accounts for the influence of glacier
geometry that may differ among branches of a formerly-connected network. This effect
has proven important in the terminus evolution of recently-separated Columbia and Post
Glaciers in Alaska (Enderlin et al., 2018) and on branches of Upernavik Isstrøm, Greenland
(Kjær et al., 2012).
In contrast with the forcing method we employed in Ultee and Bassis (2016, 2017),
which required the user to specify a single upstream point where forcing would be applied,
here we have derived a self-consistent equation for terminus evolution (4.12) that requires
no such specification. Equation (4.12) can accept upstream forcing that varies in time and
space along an entire glacier flowline. The forcing method we have developed and applied
here connects our simulations more closely with climate variables and future scenarios, and
it allows us to use more sophisticated data products such as Flevinson et al. (2013). Further,
our previous method lost effectiveness when glacier termini retreated past the upstream
location where the forcing was being applied, while the new method allows simulations to
proceed for terminus positions anywhere along the flowline. This dramatically improves
our model applicability.
The scenarios we examine do not account for the effect of ocean thermal forcing, which
is known to be important for outlet glacier dynamics (e.g. Motyka et al., 2003; O’Leary and
Christoffersen, 2013; Petlicki et al., 2015). Ocean water in Greenland fjords is generally
warm, reaching temperatures > 3◦C even in the winter at Helheim Glacier (Straneo et al.,
2012), and summer submarine melt rates up to 3.9 ± 0.8 m day−1 have been calculated
from observations at Greenland glacier termini (Rignot et al., 2010). Adding submarine
melt forcing to our model is likely to increase the projected sea level contribution from
low-end scenarios, especially for glaciers grounded below sea level for large parts of their
catchment. The main branch of Sermeq Kujalleq, for example, is grounded below sea level
for 84.4 km upstream from its present terminus, while the bed of Koge Bugt rises above
sea level only 5.8 km upstream from its present terminus. For more extreme warming
scenarios such as WP and WB, almost all the termini of our glacier networks have retreated
by year 50 to positions grounded above sea level or in very shallow water, where the effect
of submarine melt would be limited. This suggests that the addition of submarine melt
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forcing to our warmer scenarios might increase the rate of retreat and dynamic flux in the
early years of the simulation but would not affect cumulative contribution to sea level rise
on the century time scale.
4.5 Conclusions
We have developed and applied a dynamically consistent model that constrains century-
scale dynamic mass loss for Greenland outlet glaciers. Our simple model accounts for
the effects of iceberg calving without resolving individual calving events. It is applica-
ble to networks of interacting glacier branches and allows new calving termini to emerge
when branches separate. Dynamic ice flux from newly emerged termini is nontrivial in
our simulations and sometimes exceeds flux from the “main” glacier branch identified in
this and other modelling studies. Accounting for flux from glacier tributaries is especially
consequential for warmer climate scenarios.
The role of basal topography in controlling glacier advance and retreat remains evident.
Glacier branches grounded far below sea level retreat rapidly (in excess of 1 km a−1) and
make the strongest contribution to sea level change regardless of forcing scenario. The
effect of submarine melt forcing, which we do not include here, would also be modulated
by glacier bed/fjord topography; glaciers whose termini sit on land or in shallow water
are much less susceptible to retreat driven by warm ocean water. This suggests that con-
straints generated by our warm scenarios WP and WX truly are constraints, in that adding
submarine melt is unlikely to increase their cumulative sea level contribution.
Under the most conservative assumptions—very cold ice, no external climate forcing,
with retreat a response to near-terminus stretching and ice yield—our upper constraint on
dynamic mass loss from the six glacier networks here studied is the equivalent of 11.3 mm
global mean sea level rise within 100 years. Under our strongest forcing scenario, the con-
straint is a 28.2 mm contribution to global mean sea level rise in the same time period. The
doubling of our upper constraint from scenario CB to scenario WX illustrates dependence
of our results, like other projections of glacier change, on future climate forcing.
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CHAPTER 5
Attending to the use and usability of our research
N.B.: This chapter was published in 2018 as
Ultee, L., Arnott, J. C., Bassis, J. N., and Lemos, M. C. (2018). From ice sheets to main
streets: Intermediaries connect climate scientists to coastal adaptation. Earth’s Future
6(3): 299–304. doi: 10.1002/2018EF000827
In envisioning the eventual use of our numerical model to inform decision-making, the
chapter transcends this work to examine the broader purpose of sea-level research in soci-
ety. We argue that sea-level research, including numerical modelling efforts such as this
dissertation, may support coastal communities’ adaptation to sea-level change, but that sci-
entific knowledge produced without those communities in mind may not match their actual
needs. We present three possible avenues of engagement for researchers to produce more
decision-relevant information in collaboration with different kinds of “science intermedi-
aries”.
5.1 Enhancing the decision relevance of our science
There is tremendous popular interest in our changing planet. Media coverage highlights
huge, faraway events, like the recent calving of a large iceberg from the Larsen C ice shelf
in Antarctica (Figure 5.1a), as well as more persistent local changes like frequent flood-
ing in coastal communities (Figure 5.1b). Meanwhile, climate researchers and scientific
organizations have called on their peers to intensify engagement with policy-makers and
the broader public (e.g. Lubchenco, 2015; Achakulwisut, 2017; American Association for
the Advancement of Science [AAAS], 2017), emphasizing the policy relevance of their
work. Climate change touches many sectors of society that could benefit from science-
based knowledge, yet in many cases research expertise does not make it out of academic
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Figure 5.1: (a) Rift appearing in Larsen C Ice Shelf as photographed November 10, 2016.
Credit: John Sonntag, NASA. (b) High-tide flooding in Norfolk, VA in November 2017.
Credit: WTKR News 3 Norfolk.
literature and into decision-making (McNie, 2007; Lemos et al., 2012; Asrar et al., 2013;
Moss et al., 2013). To fully realize the promise of science for the betterment of society, we
must narrow the knowledge-to-action gap (Meyer, 2011). The task is made more urgent by
decisions already being made that ignore or sidestep the best climate information available,
potentially compromising future lives, livelihoods, and adaptation options (National Re-
search Council [NRC], 2010; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], 2012).
As climate change researchers, we suggest that we need to take advantage of the growing
body of knowledge on how to make climate information more usable and how to better
engage with decision-makers across spatial and political scales of decision-making. In
this commentary, we describe three relevant styles of intermediation between science and
decision-making: networks of public extension agents, climate consulting firms, and orga-
nizations established to bridge the science-policy divide (boundary organizations).
The problem we see is one of potential mismatch between the available science and
the needs of decision-makers. We are particularly interested in researchers’ engagement
with adaptation to sea-level rise, as projections of future sea-level changes draw on various
areas of expertise such that it is difficult to know which area matches what decision-makers
need. For example, glaciologists can estimate how much ice from the world’s glaciers
and ice sheets will be transferred to the ocean, but expertise on changing ocean currents
and the thermal expansion of ocean water would come from oceanographers. Knowledge
of the spatially heterogeneous sea-level effects of a changing gravitational field and the
Earth’s rotational wobble would come from geophysicists. At the local scale, experts in-
cluding geologists, coastal engineers, and climatologists work to understand factors in-
cluding land subsidence (or uplift), coastal erosion, prevailing wind patterns, and extreme
flooding, which can modulate changes in global sea level by an order of magnitude. A full
picture of sea-level change along with the associated risks for decision-makers to consider
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requires expertise from diverse fields. Further, the highly local nature of sea-level adapta-
tion and the connected spatial scales of decision-making presage a high volume of demand
for sea-level projections and expertise, which the scientific community might not be able
to meet. This diversity of knowledge and needs suggest that for information to be usable,
it will need to be customized to different decision contexts. Customized information avail-
ability, in turn, is a function of the number of people actively working on problems related
to sea-level rise, the amount of free time they can offer to engage with decision-makers,
and professional incentive structures to do so (Kirchhoff et al., 2013).
In some instances, researchers seeking to engage more with the practical application of
their work find that success in this domain is not valued by traditional academic recognition
systems such as the tenure process (e.g. Ellison and Eatman, 2008). Moreover, to commu-
nicate information that informs a complex decision may require both special skills and an
extended interaction between scientists and decision-makers to build trust. Such extended
interactions drive up the transaction costs of engagement (Lemos et al., 2014), which can
tend to detract from the level of effort required to conduct lab research, simulations, or field
observation.
Finally, adaptation planning and implementation involve different social, political, and
economic structures at different scales, which may obscure or delay tangible outcomes and
frustrate researchers. Engagement at one scale, e.g. a city planning process, might not
translate to eventual outcomes at other scales, e.g. regional or national plans. We believe
intermediation can help scientists and decision-makers to overcome these challenges.
5.2 Styles of intermediation
Sea-level rise is not the only domain of climate science where demand for information out-
paces researcher capacity. Empirical research that explores intermediation in other areas,
especially agriculture and water management, is growing (e.g. Klenk et al., 2015; Haigh
et al., 2015). Research in this area suggests that intermediary actors and organizations
can be invaluable to ensuring a sound scientific and engineering basis for decision-making
(Bessant and Rush, 1995; Guston, 2001), be an important partner in climate information
dissemination (Prokopy et al., 2015), facilitate the use of climate information (Cash et al.,
2003; Hoppe et al., 2013) and reach decision-makers more efficiently than scientists could
(Brugger and Crimmins, 2015).
Here we suggest three possible styles of intermediated engagement that may enhance
sea-level adaptation decision-making: public intermediation, boundary organizations, and
private intermediation.
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Public intermediation relies on a large network of extension agents who interact with re-
searchers and disseminate knowledge to large numbers of users and the public. For
example, each of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National
Estuarine Research Reserve sites supports a Coastal Training Coordinator, who per-
forms an intermediary function between relevant coastal management science and
regional coastal managers (http://coast.noaa.gov/nerrs/training/).
Public intermediation recognizes the value of longer-term relationship building with
and embeddedness in communities that are the end points for knowledge application
(Brugger and Crimmins, 2015): Specialized local agents in public intermediation
networks can build on their social ties with end users to tailor scientific information
for their specific needs.
Boundary organizations bring together researchers and decision makers to co-create us-
able knowledge (Guston, 2001) The NOAA Regional Integrated Sciences and As-
sessments (RISA) program exemplifies the boundary organization approach (see e.g.
Kirchhoff et al., 2013; Stevenson et al., 2016), and an extensive empirical literature
has documented boundary organizations’ effectiveness in climate decision-making
(e.g. Cash et al., 2003; Sarewitz and Pielke, 2007; Tribbia and Moser, 2008). Non-
profits with relationships across science and practice are another example of bound-
ary organizations. For example, researchers working with the Consortium for Cli-
mate Risk in the Urban Northeast have collaborated with the City of New York to
model and evaluate coastal adaptation options for the city.
Private intermediation occurs when researchers contribute their expertise to the work of
for-profit consultants and engineering companies. Private intermediary companies
may be contracted to advise decision-making in the public or private sectors, or they
may be encouraged to design and carry out adaptation actions themselves, as in the
example of Lagos, Nigeria below. Commercial actors may be more empowered than
their public counterparts for rapid decision-making under uncertainty. However, the
primary objectives of for-profit consulting are self-evident—to make a profit—and
thus the price paid by public entities for these services may be higher and less pub-
licly accountable. However, private intermediation may be appropriate where very
site-specific science is required and thus more general tools and resources are inade-
quate.
All three styles of intermediation offer resources beyond standard research grants for
scientists and engineers to make their work more usable for decision-makers. For example,
extension agents in public intermediation networks can help researchers frame new studies
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that respond broadly to user needs, and can further help to tailor that broadly relevant in-
formation for localized adaptation. Boundary organizations can provide funding, physical
space, and structure for productive interactions between researchers and coastal communi-
ties. Private companies may invite researchers to consult on specific adaptation projects,
or they may offer full-time career opportunities. The different styles of intermediation also
give rise to different modes of researcher involvement, with more or less direct interaction
between researchers and community stakeholders. Boundary organizations, with their ex-
plicit focus on co-production of knowledge, involve the most direct interaction. The costs
involved (e.g. finances, time and trust building) for all parties involved are relatively higher.
Public intermediation, by contrast, relies on researchers’ indirect interaction with end users
via a large network of locally specialized extension agents, which can lower costs for both
scientists and decision-makers.
All forms of intermediated engagement raise ethical concerns that ought to be ad-
dressed. When researcher involvement with decision processes is indirect, lines of account-
ability become less clear. In cases of private intermediation, research findings may support
narrow interests specific to the client, at the expense of the broader public good. The scope
of need for informing decisions related to sea-level rise is so vast that efficient, scalable
approaches of all styles, including client-driven private sector approaches, are likely to be
essential and commonplace. Ethical guidelines are therefore urgently needed. Currently,
there are few formalized standards of ethical practice for applying research expertise to
climate adaptation planning purposes, though professional groups such as the American
Society of Adaptation Practitioners are working to develop such standards.
5.3 Intermediaries in practice: a few experiences
To illustrate the process of applying science to plan for sea-level rise, we examine examples
of sea-level adaptation at three different scales—an international boundary organization, a
nationwide program that can engage both public and private intermediaries, and an ur-
ban revitalization plan utilizing private intermediation. The three types of intermediation
outlined above are present to differing degrees in each. The examples shed light on the
kinds of opportunities and complications arising from different styles of intermediation as
implemented in practice.
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5.3.1 The IPCC
At the international level, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is a
prominent example boundary organization that, among its other tasks, assesses global pro-
jections of sea-level rise and articulates implications for coastal regions. The IPCC draws
together scientists and policy-makers from all over the world—though developing nations
have historically been under-represented (Hulme and Mahony, 2010; Biermann, 2002)—to
produce policy-relevant assessments and special reports on the state of climate science.
Representatives of national governments contribute to determining report outlines (i.e.
what topics will be covered) and approving Summaries for Policymakers, but the design
of the report-drafting phase in practice limits interactions between scientists and policy-
makers (Siebenhu¨ner, 2003). As a United Nations-sponsored organization, the IPCC is
governed by elaborate and internationally-agreed procedures. Such extensive institutional-
ization around the science-policy interface is designed to promote accountability between
scientists and policy-makers. However, the IPCC’s high standard of scientific account-
ability may sometimes be counterproductive. For example, the large estimated sea level
contribution from ice sheet dynamics was excluded until the Fifth Assessment (2013) be-
cause the physical processes involved were considered too new and too uncertain (Meehl
et al., 2007; Church et al., 2013). Time commitment for scientists participating in the IPCC
is high, which may trade off with professional commitments in other areas if not managed
well, but offers the potential for societal impact on a very broad spatial scale. While the
work of the IPCC may inform National Adaptation Plans of Action, including those of
island nations for which sea level is a forefront concern, sea-level change is extremely vari-
able at local scale, and the flow of knowledge from IPCC reports to local implementation
is less clear (e.g. Viner and Howarth, 2014; Petersen et al., 2015). This murky path to
implementation, along with the low participation of scientists and policy-makers from the
global South (e.g. Hulme and Mahony, 2010; Biermann, 2002), raises questions regarding
the most equitable avenues for public engagement. We suggest that sea-level researchers
could be more effective by seeking out local- or regional-scale boundary organizations.
5.3.2 Coastal communities and insurance
United States coastal communities participating in the National Flood Insurance Pro-
gram can apply for discounted insurance rates by completing a selection of eligible risk-
mitigating actions under the Community Rating System. The local actions supported by
the nationwide Community Rating System may use private (for-profit consultancy) or pub-
lic (extension agent) intermediation, both of which can facilitate decision-making based
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on highly tailored information but risk losing a transparent scientific basis. For exam-
ple, action 410 described in the Coordinator’s Manual (National Flood Insurance Program
Community Rating System [NFIP-CRS], 2017), “Floodplain Mapping”, asks planners to
demonstrate that they have developed new maps of flood hazard for their area; action 440,
“Flood Data Maintenance”, asks planners to “use better base maps” (with no indication of
what “better” means); and action 510, “Floodplain Management Planning”, asks commu-
nities to develop and maintain “a comprehensive flood hazard mitigation plan using a stan-
dard planning process”. The true risk-mitigating capacity of these actions depends strongly
on the quality of scientific knowledge they employ. In particular, intermediaries who sup-
ply communities with out-of-date or poorly-supported information may help secure lower
insurance rates but fail to fully characterize actual flood and other hazard risk. By work-
ing with public intermediaries, however, sea-level researchers could train extension agents
to incorporate a broader understanding of the physical processes responsible for sea-level
rise in their engagement with communities, potentially amplifying the role of research in
decision-making. Public intermediation also offers clearer lines of accountability, both be-
tween scientist and intermediary and between intermediary and local communities, which
in turn may promote more equitable outcomes among residents of adapting communities.
5.3.3 Privatizing risk
In Lagos, Nigeria, where millions reside on coastlines exposed to sea-level rise and re-
sulting enhancement of dangerous storm surges, a large adaptation project is being led
by the private sector. Nigerian business conglomerate, The Chagoury Group, with the
assistance of Dutch engineering firm Royal HaskoningDHV, has begun construction of
a new luxury district, “Eko Atlantic”, atop 10 square kilometers of land reclaimed from
the Atlantic Ocean and protected by a seawall. The project’s sea defenses do not ex-
tend to other heavily-populated parts of Lagos; indeed, residents and external observers
have expressed concern that the Eko Atlantic development might increase flood risk in
other parts of Lagos (Adelekan, 2013). Nevertheless, the Lagos State Commissioner for
Waterfront Infrastructure Development describes Eko Atlantic as a “life-saver” sea de-
fense for the wealthy and economically important Victoria Island (Ayeyemi, 2013). In
this example, Royal HaskoningDHV acts as a commercial intermediary for sea-level sci-
ence, working under contract for the Chagoury Group, whose sole stated aims are “de-
veloping industrial links between Africa and China as well as Latin America” (http:
//www.chagourygoup.com/about). As a private intermediary, Royal Haskon-
ingDHV is only directly accountable to the party who hired them—the Chagoury Group—
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and not to broader Lagos society. Accordingly, actions prioritize the economic and in-
dustrial aims of the Chagoury Group rather than general public welfare, raising important
equity issues (Adelekan, 2013). Hence while working with private intermediaries can be
unencumbered and quick, perhaps conferring more immediate professional benefit of see-
ing one’s work applied, realizing the public value of science may be less straightforward.
The inequity looming behind the Eko Atlantic seawall should serve as a cautionary tale,
urging scientists and private intermediaries to carefully consider the equity implications of
actions we inform.
5.4 Conclusions
Engaging with intermediaries for sea-level adaptation comes with a variety of trade-offs.
Where public decision-making is often paralyzed by the inherent uncertainty in sea-level
projections, the work of private intermediaries may circumvent inaction, as demonstrated
in Lagos’s Eko Atlantic project. In contrast, with the benefits of adaptation more likely to
accrue to wealthier stakeholders, the private intermediation employed in Lagos contributes
to environmental injustice. Private and public intermediation both allow researchers to
spread their expertise more widely with lower relative transaction costs, but intermediaries
may communicate sea-level exposure differently than those researchers would. For exam-
ple, economic metrics such as “assets at risk” or the local price of insurance under the
National Flood Insurance Program depend on many more factors than the projected rate of
sea-level rise alone, which may or may not align with coastal residents’ priorities and serve
to obscure the scientific basis of sea-level projections. Formal boundary organizations pro-
mote the most direct interaction between scientists and community stakeholders, enabling
decision-making with a very clear basis in current science and giving researchers the most
control over application. However, boundary organizations operate at various scales, not
all of which translate easily to local decision-making, and the intensive time commitment
required for direct interaction may act as a constraint.
Based on the above examples and the broader academic literature, we suggest that maxi-
mizing the social utility of sea-level research, and climate change research more broadly, re-
quires us to consider the adaptation needs of diverse communities and the tradeoffs involved
in supporting them. While this effort is often resource intensive and context-specific, en-
gagement through intermediaries can mitigate costs and amplify the impact of science and
engineering in preventing negative impacts of sea-level rise. Each of the three styles of
intermediation has its place in furthering our community engagement, but we stress the
need for deeper understanding of the implications of each style for society in general and
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adaptation in particular. As such investigation continues, we must strive to promote both
accountability and equity in our decisions about societal engagement.
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CHAPTER 6
Conclusions
Motivated by the societal concern for global sea level change, we have sought to constrain
one of the major contributions to 21st-century sea level. First, we extended an early ana-
lytical model of glacier flow to allow iceberg calving from glacier termini. We applied the
new model to simulate the 20th century retreat of Columbia Glacier, Alaska, and showed
that it could capture glacier surface profiles and terminus positions within the range of
USGS observations [Chapter 2]. Next, we demonstrated implementation of the model on
networks of interacting glacier branches. We validated the model with observations of ter-
minus advance, retreat, and multi-annual advance-retreat cycling from glaciers in Alaska
and Greenland [Chapter 3]. Then, noting that this model is a limiting-case glacier rheology
that produces maximum dynamic ice loss, we generated constraints on the contribution to
21st-century sea level rise from major Greenland outlet glaciers [Chapter 4]. Finally, we
revisited societal concern for sea level change and probed how the modelling work of the
earlier chapters could more directly address the needs of coastal communities [Chapter 5].
By applying our network model derived in Chapters 3 and 2 to large Greenland out-
let glacier networks in Chapter 4, we found that tributary glaciers can make a nontrivial
contribution to sea level. This contribution is not well captured by single-flowline models
and would require fine spatial resolution (< 2 km) to capture in higher-dimensional ice
sheet models. We also demonstrate in Chapters 3 and 4 that our model handles dynamic
separation of glacier networks as well as coupled network dynamics.
The simulations presented in Chapter 4 suggest that calving from the Greenland outlet
glaciers I studied is unlikely to contribute more than 30 mm to global sea level in the next
100 years. Our two strongest forcing scenarios, WP and WX, converge to an upper bound
of 28.2 mm dynamic sea level contribution. These constraints project the future evolution
of only six of the ∼200 marine-terminating outlets of the Greenland Ice Sheet. The six
study glaciers are among the highest-flux Greenland outlet glaciers, but we cannot assume
that their dynamics reflect the future of the tens of smaller outlets encircling the ice sheet.
A more satisfying constraint on Greenland’s dynamic contribution to 21st-century sea level
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would require simulating a larger fraction of its outlet glaciers—for example, the 30 outlets
captured by Aschwanden et al. (2016).
Producing ever more specific constraints on the calving contribution to sea level is not
necessarily a response to societal concerns, however. Such constraints are of glaciological
interest, but it is unlikely that they will directly inform any societal action. Treating this
topic with the appropriate moral seriousness requires me to make this distinction. I may
come closer to addressing the societal motivation of this dissertation by working with sci-
ence intermediaries, as described in Chapter 5, to support coastal adaptation efforts. I may
also explore scientific collaborations to produce sea level projections that better address ex-
pressed societal needs, e.g. for probabilistic and regionally-specific estimates (Walsh et al.,
2004).
The function of this dissertation is not to produce sea level projections for immediate
implementation in coastal planning. Rather, it is to build a foundation of scientific cred-
ibility for ongoing work. Moving forward, I will shore up that foundation by simulating
a wider selection of Greenland outlet glaciers to inform our upper bounds on dynamic ice
loss. Ultimately, I hope to work more closely with planners to co-create the knowledge
needed to respond to 21st-century sea level rise.
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